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How many activities
can working
students cram into a
single day?

See Business, 12A
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Obama
commits
to Gore,
thinks green
Associated Press
Sen. Barack Obama said Wednesday
he would give AI Gore, a Nobel prize
winner, a major role in an Obama administration to address the problem of global
warming.
At a town-hall meeting, Obama was
asked if he would tap the former vice
president for his Cabinet to handle global warming.
"l would," Obama said. "Not only will I,
but I will make a commitment that AI
Gore will be at the table and play a central part in us figuring out how we solve
this problem. He's somebody I talk to on
a regular basis. I'm already consulting
with him in terms of these issues, but climate change is real. It is something we
have to deal with now, not 10 years from
now. not 20 years from now."
Since leaving the White House, Gore
has gone on to become one of the world's
leading voices for combating the greenhouse gases blamed for global warming.
His work earned him a share of the Nobel
last year.
Popular among Democrats. Gore is
perhaps the single most coveted endorsement up for grabs in the long-running
competition between Obama and rival
Hillary Clinton.
The relationship hetween Gore and the
Clintons became strained after Gore limited Bill Clinton's campaigning on his
behalf in the 2000 presidential race
which elected George W. Bush.
Obama said he would use Gore to help
forge a cap-and-trade system for carbon
emissions designed to lower pollution.
The Illinois senator cautioned that
such a system could mean an increase in
electricity bills from power companies
that rely on coal-burning. and that some
of the money generated from a cap-andtrade system may be used in the beginning to help lower income or fixed
income customers with those bills.
He also called on individuals to do
their part to lower energy consumption.
"All of us are going to have to change
our habits. We arc a wasteful culture," he
said.
Using compact fluorescent light bulbs.
energy efficient appliances and unplugging power chargers when they're not in
use arc relatively simple solutions, he
said.
Said Obama: "Those kinds of simple
steps, if everybody takes them, can drastically reduce our energy consumption.''

M•sty Haysflhe News

Sen. Hillary Clinton siQns autoQraphs for her supporters at the annual Governor Ruby Laffoon Dinner In Madisonville, Ky., Saturday.

Kentucky welcomes Sen. Clinton at annual dinner
Mia W alters
Staff writer
Amidst a sea of blue suits, donkey neckties and ..Hillary is my homegirl" signs,
Sen. Hillary Clinton addressed an auditorium of 3,500 of her supporters in Madisonville, Ky., Saturday.
The Madisonville-North Hopkins High
School hosted the annual Governor Ruby
Laffoon Dinner, as well as Clinton's visit.
Gov. Steve Beshear, along with many other
local and state democratic leaders. opened
the evening.
"I'm just a warm-up,'' Bcshear said.
Clinton arrived from Louisville. Ky., to a
roaring crowd, which was hushed promptly after she reached the podium.
"Are you ready to take the White House
back?" she asked, followed by an auditorium-wide, "Yes."
"So am I," Clinton said.
Clinton acknowledged Kentucky's
importance in the primary election.
"Kentucky gets to. help pick the next
president, and I am so glad you do because
it's about time your voices were heard,"

"Kentucky gets to help pick the
next president, and I'mso glad you
do because it's about time your
voices were heard."
- Hillary Clinton
Senator and 2008 presidential candidate
she said. "Let's turn the bluegrass state
blue!"
Kentucky's late May 20 primary has an
uncommonly large sway in this primary
election, which thus far has been a relatively even race.
Clinton's speech also focused on a
"clean energy revolution," withdrawing
from the war in Iraq, universal healthcarc,
education reform, the outsourcing of jobs
and her qualifications.
Betty Conner, a Benton, Ky., resident
and Clinton supporter, is counting on Clinton for her qualifications.
"I support Hillary, first and foremost.
because I think she is definitely qualified
for the job," she said. "It will take decades

....

for our country to get back to wliat our
forefathers meant it to be, and I think she
understands what needs to be done to
achieve that."
Conner said she has been a long-time
Clinton supporter.
"I have always been a Hillary fan," she
said. "When her husband ran for office I
went to the rally and held up a sign that
said 'I'm voting for Hillary's husband."'
Clinton also placed much emphasis on
education reform, particularly the dissolution of No Child Left Behind.
"I am not interested in an education policy that turns our young people into test
takers and our teachers into test givers,"
she said.
College affordability through an expanded Pell Grant program is another facet of
Clinton's education plan, along with freezing tuition so it cannot change during students' college careers.
This plan is meant to counteract the fact
that "student loan companies are predatory lenders that have been ripping off the

see CLINTON, 3A
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House and Senate pass state budget, universities get 3percent funding cut
Emily Wuchner
News Editor
The Kentucky House and Senate worked
into late Wednesday night to pass the state
budget that includes 3 percent cuts for universities and is now awaiting Gov. Steve Beshear's
signature.
The newly proposed budget, a $19 billion
spending plan, will aid with the $900 million
revenue shortfall during the next two fiscal
years. The budget included raising more than
.$300 million in new revenue over the next two
years through sources including restructuring
some state debt, an additional $14 million from
the lottery and capitalizing on retiring state
employees. People convicted of nonviolent and
nonsexual felonies could be released to home
incarceration if he or she has less than six
months of jail·time left to serve. The governor's proposed amendment for the legalization
of casinos and raising the cigarette tax did not
pass.
Legislatures had to reach an agreement by
Wednesday night to maintain the authority to
override possible vetoes by Beshear. The
House and Senate adjourned until Aprill4.
In February, when Beshear announced the
state will have a $900 million revenue shortfall
because of low tax revenue and rising costs in
governmental expenses, he proposed a twoyear spending plan that would cut 12 percent
from universities' budgets.
On March 13 the House approved its version
of the budget, which would eliminate the pro-

...
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Budget Facts
• The newly proposed budget
includes a $19 million
spending plan.
• Murray State will ultimately
lose 6 percent of its government-issued funds.
• An increased cigarette tax
proposed by the House on
March 13 was denied by the
Senate.
posed 12 percent cut imposed on universities
state-wide. The proposal called for an
increased tax on cigarettes, raising the cost 25
cents per pack, to help generate needed revenue. This would also increase taxes on other
tobacco products and business services. The
total amount of additional revenue would have
been about .$95 million.
On March 24, however, the Senate passed its
version which did not include any additional
taxes. The Senate proposed 3 percent cuts from

universities, restoring 9 percent of the governor's originally proposed cut and called for the
release of about 2,000 nonviolent and nonsexual felony offenders that could save the state
nearly $50 million in the next two years.
Beginning last week, a conference committee of select House and Senate members
formed to look over the proposals and compromise the budget. The lawmakers met for about
a week of intense negotiations before ultimately deciding on no increase in ~tate taxes and 3
percent cuts for Kentucky universities.
In December. universities were requirt..>d to
give 3 percent of their already appropriated,
government-issued funds back to the state.
With the new cuts. Murray State is ultimately
looking at a 6 percent budget cut.
State Senator Ken Winters. R-Murray, voted
in favor of the budget.
"Naturally all of us would have preferred to
have more resources to do more aggressive
things as far as education and so forth but the
Kentucky economy is following that of thc
nation in the down turn," Winters said.
Winters said virtually all of the Senate members opposed imposing new taxes on Kentuckians with the weak economy.
"There's a whole array of things that we've
done to capture about $200 million of additional revenue," Winters said. "It's a barebones budget but it puts us in a position to budget and live with the fmancial resources available to us.
"We just did not feel we should get involved
in any other taxations that would make our

people struggle more."
State Rep. Melvin Henley, 0-Murray. also
voted in favor of the propo::;cd budget but said
he wouldn't consider it good because cuts were
made to higher education.
''I wouldn't consider it a good budget
because the Senate wouldn't add any additional revenue so we had to cut the operations budget at Murray State by 3 percent,'' Henley said.
"But we couldn't not pass a budget.•..We did
the best we could given the circumstances that
the Senate wouldn't give in to the tobacco tax."
Henley said with these cuts the state should
he able to compensate for the $900 million
deficit. but it largely depends on the future of
the economy. He said 15 other states in the
nation are facing similar budget problems but
are solving them with less success.
Henley said the Hou:oe and Senate will
reconvene Aprill4-15 for the veto session.
"It was a tough session," Henley said. "It just
takes a lot of behind-the-scenes maneuvering
and patience."
Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services Tom Denton said Murray State
projects in the budget include bonds for
Franklin and Richmond Residential Colleges.
University President Randy Dunn said officials
also secured the language rewording to use
Phase Ill funds to complete Phase 11 of the Science Complex. No new general fund projects
were approved. Denton said though the bonds
would be issued, it is not mandatory that

see IUDCET. 3A
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News Editor. Emily: Wuchner
Assistant News Editor: Robin Phelps
Phone: 809-4468

campus briefly

This week

Police Beat - - - March30
March27

Today

Monday

•7:30 p.m. River's Edge Film Festival; Curris Center Theater, free

•S p.m. Residential College Association
meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room;
students may share issues; open to the
public
•Noon Student Government Association
executive council, academic, senator-atlarge positions; SGA Office Room 111 Curris Center
•7:30 p.m. Alliance Spring Drag Show:
Curris Center Large Ballroom, $5

Saturday

.

.

Tuesday
•U a.m. Student Nutrition .Association
Fundraiser: Empty Bowls; Curris Center
Rocking Chair Lounge; ends at 2 p.m., $10
•S p.m. Campus Activities Board meeting;
Curris Center Barkley Room; students
may share issues, open to the public
•2:30 p.m. Men's tennis vs. TennesseeMartin; Purcell Courts, free

Wednesday

tile photo

•7:30 p.m. Miss MSU Scholarship Pa9eant; Lovett
Auditorium, $3 students, $5 nonstudents
•10 a.m. Women's tennis vs. jacksonville
State University; Purcell Courts, free
•10:30 a.m. "Bands 'N' BBQ '08"; Central
Park, open to the public
•11 a.m. MSU-ACM Game Day; Curris
Center Thoroughbred Room, free and
open to the public
•Noon Women's tennis vs. Jacksonville
State: Purcell Courts, free
•7 p.m. Sock and Buskin 24/7 Festival;
Wilson Hall Room 210B. $2
•7 p.m. "Justice Without Wars" Charity
Banquet: Murray Country Club, $25
•7:30 p.m. River's Edge Film Festival;
Curris Center Theater, free

Sunday
•5 p.m. Dinner sponsored by the Newman

House; Newman Center, free
If you would like an event to appear
in tb.e This Week section, fLll out a fqrm
ill the Murray State News Officze at lil
Wilson Hall , fax to 809-3175 or e-mail
info~ion to neW$@muiraystate.edu.
Please submit events by Wednesdays
l'at noon. We cannot guarantee all items
will. be published.

the news
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•3 p.m. Baseball vs. University of Evansville; Reagan Field, free
•4 p.m. Hump Night-Study Night; Curris
Center Marvin D. Mills Multicultural
Ce~er, free
•4 p.m. Disney College Program Recruiting; Industry and Technology Building's
Freed Curd Auditorium, open to the public
•S p.m. Student Government Senate meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room; students may share issues; open to the public
•S p.m. Dinner; Newman House, free
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors Weekly
Word and Worship; Curris Center Theater
•9 p.m. Green River Ordinance; Curris
Center Stables, free

Thursday
•4 p.m. Disney College Program Recruiting; Industry and Technology Building's
Freed Curd Auditorium, open to the public
•4 p.m. Women's and men's tennis vs.
Eastern Illinois; Purcell Courts, free
•7 p.m. Thursday Night Grind featuring
Caleb Roberts; Hart Thoroughbrewed
Cafe, free

Coming Up
·Racer Girl Dance Team try·outs - April12; 12:30
p.m.; Racer Arena
·Murray Madness • April 21; 7:30 p.m.; Hart ColleQe lawn, free

12:06 a.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Brian M.
McWherter, sophomore from
Dresden, Tenn., at 15th Street and
University Drive for not wearing
a seatbelt.
2:27 Lm. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Rocky A.
White 11, freshman
from
Eddyville, Ky., at 14th Street and
Olive Boulevard for driving with
one headlight and possession of
alcohol by a minor.
8:26 a.m. An officer from the
Industry and Technology Center
located a motorcycle that had
been parked in the same location
for the majority of the semester.
The officer notified the owner
who said the vehicle would be
moved.
4:18 a.m. An officer at Roy Stewart Stadium reported a person 's
keys locked in a vehicle. The officer was unable to unlock the vehicle, but gave the owner the telephone number for a locksmith.

March28
11:36 a.m. A caller from Public

Safety reported a sexuaJ harassment occurrence at Faculty Hall.
An officer took a report.
1'()3 p.m. A caller from Hart College said a person might harm
themself. An officer escorted the
person to the Counseling and
Testing Center, but the person
said there was no intention for
personal harm. A report was
taken.
1:29 p.m. Murray State Police
arrested Sabrina Outland, nonstudent from Dexter, Ky., at Public
Safety for theft by unlawful taking
less than $300 and unauthorized
use of a banking card less then
$100.

March29
12:07 a.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Jackie Jones,
nonstudent from Murray, at 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard for
disregarding a stop sign.
1:12 p.m. A caller from the White
College parking lot reported a
vehicle was vandalized. An officer
took a report for third-degree
criminal mischief.
11:24 p.m. A caller from the RSEC
said a vehicle pulled up the sidewalk. After the driver got out and

thro

12.'03 a.m. An officer at Vitello's checked
on an intoxicated person who was on top
of a vehicle while jt was moving. Murray
State Police issued a citation to Kyle M.
Mohler, sophomore &om Kevil. Ky., for
possession of alcohol by a minor and
drinking in public.
back into the vehicle. an officer
spoke with the driver, who said he
or she was showing an incoming
student around the campus.
11:40 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Ian Wilson,
nonstudent from Collinsville, Ill..
at Regents College for not wearing a seatbelt.

Starting April 8, through July 16,
2008 all students wi II register for
their fall 2008 meal plans on the
PIN system. After completing
class registration simply go the
PIN system site and log on. Once
there select OPTION 11:
1. Select Parking Permit
2. Select Shield
3. Select Meal Plans
Follow instructions for
Selecting your meal plan
based upon your academic
status.

Meal Plans
Shield
Parking

Don•t Forget to Sign-up

~
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was transported by Emergency
Medical Services. An officer took
a report.
11:22 p.m. The residence director
at Richmond College said water
was leaking from around the windows in the stairwells of the first
and fourth floors. Central Plant
was notified.

March30

April I

12:29 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested Ryan J. Vaughn. sophomore from Fulton, Ky., at the
Lutheran Church parking lot for
possession of marijuana. Murray
State Police issued a citation to
Eric J. Nicholson, nonstudent
from Fulton, Ky.. for possession
of alcohol by a minor. An officer
took a report.
3:04a.m. A caller from the Lutheran Church parking lot said ;t vehicle had been broken into while
parked in the lot. An officer took a
report for theft by unlawful taking
less than $300.
8:06 p.m. Central Plant notified
Public Safety the electricity was
not working in several buildings
on campus because of a blown
transformer at Roy Stewart Stadium. Electrician's and the Office of
Environmental Safety and Health
were notified. Power was
restored at 10:15 p.m. An officer
took a report.

10:58 a.m. A caller from Roy Stewart Stadium reported the theft of
items from a vehicle. An officer
took a report for theft by unlawful
taking more than $300.
3:47 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Zachary D.
Gresham.
freshman
from
Eddyville, Ky., at Pizza Hut for
passing an unloading school bus.
11:13 p.m. R..1ct.•r Patrol at the Carr
Health Building reported emergency pull station beeping in the
north gym. A Central Plant worker and a Racer Patrol officer fn;ed
the station and stopped the beeping.

March31
9:28 a.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Matthew J,
Johnson, freshman from Odessa,
Fla., for theft by unlawful taking
less than $300. Johnson was
charged with theft of a Murray
State parking permit.
1:32 p.m. A caller from the Wellness Center reported the building
was broken into on Sunday night.
A report was taken for theft by
unlawful taking less than $300.
4:38 a.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall said a female passed out on
the fifth-floor-north hallway and
was having seizures. The female

PIN System To Be Used For Fall Sign-up
FAQ's

Ca II -- ·--

1. How do I find out about Fall 2008
Proposed Meal Plans?

6o to the Food Service
WEBSITE at: www. murroystote. edu/
foodservices
2. What wi II the new meal plans
cost for fall 2008?
The 2008-09 Meal Plan rates
hove not yet been approved by the
Boord of Regents. It is our intention
to post the rates as soon as we hove
confirmation that they hove been approved.
3. Why are the meal plans changing this
year?
The meal plans ore changing this
year to odd flexibility to plan use for
meal plan customers.
4. What meal plan do I have to pur
chase?
Freshman and sophomores living in the
Residential Colleges ore required to
purchase a minimum of the 125/250
Block Plan or the 180 Plan

April2
12:28 a.m. An officer at Roy Stewart Stadium stopped a person for
suspicious activity. The person
was cutting across a parking lot to
go to Huddle House.
4:30 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested James Burgess, freshman
from Mayfield, Ky., at Roy Stewart Stadium for driving under the
influence, possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
3:50 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Casey J. Calhoun, junior from Cadiz, Ky., for
passing an unloading school bus.
An officer took a report.

Robin Phelps compiles Police Beat
with materials Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not
listed.
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BUDGET

CLINTON
From Pagel

From Pagel

students and families of
America,'' Clinton said.
James Chamberlain, a
junior political science
major from Madisonville.
Ky •• attended the rally and
enjoyed Clinton's words on
education, he said.
"I really liked the part in
her speech when she talked
about college students and
how to handle our tuition,"
he said. "I think she's the
only one who really gets it.
We really do need a Pel!
Grant that grows with the
rates of tuition like student
loans do."
Chamberlain, the president of the Murray State
College Democrats, also
supported Clinton's plan to
forgive college debt for individuals who go into public

service careers.
The College Democrats
are working on getting the
presidential candidates to
come to Murray at the end of
this semester, Chamberlain
said. Because the RSEC will
be set up for graduation, the
College Democrats and Col·
lege Republicans hope to
take advantage of the
already equipped venue.
"We want. the students at
Murray to be in the front
row of this election year," he
said.
·
"We have the full support
of the (University) President's office, and they're going
to work with us."

officials use them.
"We've got to take a look at
that and look at what our highest priority is and become
more familiar with that," Denton said. "It takes time to
determine what our options
are. the timing of selling
bonds. collecting the data. lt's
a process. lt could be a little
time before we get started but
at least we have the funds."
Denton .said the cut was the
amount offici:tls anticipated
but it is still going to be a tough
cut.
This fiscal year. the University received $56 million in its
general fund appropriations,
Dunn said. The appropriation
for next fiscal year will be
about $52.9 million. but in fiscal year 09·10 the state will

1

Mia Walters can be
reached
at
mia. walters@murrarstate.e
du.

give a little more money. making the total about $53.4 mil·
lion.
Dunn said officials h;1ve
been working on the budget.
plugging in numbers and
checking different scenarios
since after Christmas. On top
of the 6 percent cut imposed
by the state, officials are
assuming a 6 percent tuition
increase.
"That's only because that's
what the CPE expected us to
do late last fall before the budget crisis," Dunn said.
Officials are also factoring in
fixed costs. which arc going up
and have not looked at salary
increases yet.
"With aU that said, we're $1.2
million down," Dunn said. "So
that tells me that we're going

..wi

to have to end up having to do
some cuts to end up with a bal·
anced budget for next year.
What we would do is have a
list of proposed cuts that we'd
share with the campus community through a hearing,
probably in early May, and
then it would be up to the
board and myself to make the
decisions on those cuts as we
come into rnid May with the
idea that we get our University
budget done by the end of
May."
Dunn said officials are con:;idering many different cost
containment scenarios with
the goal to protect teaching
and learning outlets as much
as possible.
''I don't want to do slashing
and burning," Dunn said. "l

don't think that's the way we
handle cost containment. I
think it has to be very careful
and very selective looking at
where we can get savings and
efficiencies. I do not like
across the board cuts. I just
don't. Not to say that we would
never do them here but it's the
lazy person's way of doing cost
containment and I don't like it.
"The University will hold a
tuition forum 2 p.m. Thursday
in the Curris Center Barkley
Room. The Board of Regents
will meet either Aprilll or 15 to
set tuition for the upcoming
academic year.
The Associated Press contributed to this article.
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Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily. wuchncr
@murraystatc.edu.
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•morning standard special - $3
8 am '- noon
•cyberdome morning special - $5
8 am - noon
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friaay 5-10 pm & saturday 2-1 0 pm
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monthly unlimited piekages
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the news

• •
Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Food Services plans to change meal plans
Modifications to meal plans allow
students more choices, flexibility
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Every semester, undergraduates patiently wait on RacerTouch as they schedule their classes. Working out a
class schedule is cake compared to answering the surprise question the monotone voice asks at the end of the
call.
"What kind of meal plan would you like ... ?"
With so many different choices for students, the plans
are sometimes confusing and rarely a good deal.
Recently, Food Services is proposing to make meal
plans a combination of fiXed meals and flex dollars that
can be spent with much less restrictions.
While the changes may help students, The Murray
State News challenges Food Services to come up with
more economically sound meal plans instead of making
students purchase plans they won't fully use.
As the University handbook currently states, freshmen, sophomores or undergraduates receiving regional
tuition are required to live in University housing and
· purchase a meal plan.
;
Now, the most inexpensive meal plan those students
can purchase is 10 meals a week for $1,176 per semester,
with the average cost per meal being $6.91.
Honestly, if most working adults were paying that
price for every meal they and their families ate, many
would be struggling to make ends meet. The average
student doesn't eat $6.91 worth of food at every sitting,
but regardless they still have to pay the standard price.
In addition, many students wishing to receive a housing exemption are still required to purchase a meal plan
that often goes unused.
The News would like to encourage Food Services to
entice students to purchase meal plans by providing
great tasting, healthy, and inexpensive dishes as opposed
to blackmailing students into purchasing overpriced
plans that don't necessarily fit their lifestyle.
While The News re~lizes Food Services is under a
huge financial burden to be self-sufficient and provide
food that caters to a large student body, many other universities offer more flexible meal plans without class or
residency restrictions.
Flex dollars are defmitely a step in the right direction,
but are f?r from a perfect solution.

Winslow
Dining Hall

I
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!Doing the -crime, not serving the t:iiDC

What do you think...

Should University meal plans be more flexible for students?
"Yes. they should because a more diverse
meal plan would appeal to
upperclassmen.'.'

Jeremy Long • Benton, Ky.
sophomore

Thug art.Ist s don't get a bad rap m
. sent encmg
.
In My
Opinion

"Yes, because I would like to choose how
many meals a week I get, not just the set '
10 or 15 a week."

Katy Dail • Fort Belvoir, Va.
freshman
I don't care because I don't get a choice;
my scholarship gives me 10 meals a week.
But I would like to be able to use my meal
plan at more places."

Meredith Stevenson • Madisonville. KY
sophomore

Clayton
Vertrees
Clayton Vertrees is
a staff writer for The
Murray State News
from Owensboro, Ky.

"Yes. if students pay overpriced rates for
meals. they should be able to choose how
they use and distribute those meals. "
Tyler Powell • Erin, Tenn. •
senior

I wish I could reach out and
educate America's young people on the dangers of drugs
and gang violence.
Unfortunately, I have never
been convicted of a felony or
purchased a single unregistered machine gun or silencer.
According to an article
released March 28, by the
Associated Press, police officials arrested rapper T.l., real
name Clifford Harris, shortly
before his performance at the
2008 BET Hip-Hop Awards in
Atlanta, Ga. He was charged
with possession of unregistered machine guns and
silencers and possession of
firearms by a convicted felon.
Instead of taking the initial
sentence of 10 years in prison
and a $250,000 fine, the article
said Harris pleaded guilty to
the charges and agreed to
community service educating
youth about the dangers of
drugs, guns and gang violence.
Harris faces a new sentence of
12 months in prison and 1,000
hours speaking to youth
groups.
Not bad.
When I first read this article. the idea that at-risk youth
have a new, positive role
model to tell them not to kill

each other and sell drugs did
not occur to me. No, this article reminded me of all the
things that make music interesting.
Every genre has cliches
about what makes a good
song.
For rock, musicians treat
themselves to drug addictions
and uncommitted sexual
experiences and throw furniture through hotel windows.
If you want to write country
songs, invest in an Americanmade truck, have a solid string
of bad luck and in the end,
wash away all your sorrows
with alcohol. In the case of
hip-hop, sell drugs, join a gang
and shoot people. Of course,
these are only a few of many
examples.
And yes. these are all corny
suggestions. but every cliche
has some truth to it.
The tiny grains of wisdom
in each of these generalizations come from the fact that
all three situations will leave
you with deep feelings of
emptiness and will make your
life more difficult.
But if you do choose to try
these suggestions and want to
become rich, you should start
writing as soon as life gets

hard. That is when people fmd
the songs that matter.
After the bearing, the article said Harris expressed his
feelings of appreciation to
reporters present.
'Td like to thank God for
blessing me with a second
chance in life and success,"
Harris said.
Personally, I have no experience as God. I doubt I will
ever really know what it is
like to be God.
Still, I imagine God hears
lots of prayers. And though
God probably cares what people pray for. I also see his job,
like any job, getting old now
and then.
As God. I would expect lots
of prayers from people asking
me to heal friends' and famUy
members' illnesses, others
wondering if I could spare a
few dollars for rent and gas
and some seeking acceptance
into public Ivy League universities.
Thus, as an infinite, majestic Creator without beginning
or end, a famous hip-bop
artist asking me to help with
his unregistered machine
guns and silencers would
make my Monday morning.
That is called "faith."

Marla Moore !Th(! N(!ws
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Agroup of Murray State News staff members gives its piece on a
group of three questions covering a different t6pic each week. ·
This week's topic:

Zani . . _. . . .
____ ncu ~

April Fools

Analysis vs. repetition

Jodi
Keen

Ashley
Henson

Copyeditor
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Education of our generation
I

writer

"In those dramatic middle
school days, I told my best
friend I was switching
schools. She totally cried."

''I'm not a big pranker. Although
· one year I took all my sisters
clothes out of her closet and told
her I gave them to Goodwill."

"I'm a bad liar ... so I've never
successfully pulled one off."

"One year my aunt moved my
car (a 19'89 Bonneville) out of
my driveway, so I though it
had been stolen during the
night."

"When I was little, my dad took a
green marker and put dots all
over my arms while I was asleep.
When I woke up, he told me it
was Irish chicken pox. I was like
four, so I believed him!'

"On vacation, my siblings gave
me a fake winning lottery ticket. I
jumped up and down screaming embarrassing myself in front of a
bunch of people - then I found
out it was fake."

"The Cubs or ganization. To
pay them back for the huge
'prank' they played on their
fans in 2005."

"Maybe John Travolta?
Only because of
my insane crush."'

"On my siblings, I'm the little sister so I'm tired of being pranked
on."

I

I recently read an
article in USA Today
titled "Dummy 'drumbeat' goes on - For
educators, debate over
what teens know has
no easy answer."
The article basically
stated most 17 year
olds are highly under"Is it that qad that I honestly
educated and unprecan't remember? It was somepared for college.
time in high school, though!'
Being in my early
'-----------~ 20's - not so far
Alaina
removed from high
school • and coming
Zanin
from a household
where both my parents work in education, I was slightly disturbed at the way
"In high school, a friend told
the article negatively portrayed our pubme she was pregnant and
lic education system as well as our gencr·
knowing her, that was a defiation as a whole.
nite possibility. She had me
It is true, the percentage of 25-to-29
going all day."
year-olds with high school diplomas has
barely budged in 20 years.
There are so many socio-economic factors that are overlooked by experts, who
just go by the numbers.
"Definitely my father or my
No one can make teenagers want to
sister. T hey really took
, learn or even be at school.
advantage of my gullibility
Coming from a large high school, I
when I was a kid, so they'd
remember classmates who would walk in
have it coming. "
one door at 8:30 a.m. and walk out of the
other door at 8:31. It should not be the
responsibility of the public school system
to keep these lost, apathetic teenagers
contained against their wills until they
turn 18 and are unleashed upon the
unknowing public.
There will always be a difference
between the those who don't want to
learn and those who are hungry for
knowledge.
Wayne Camara, an expert cited in the
1 article and director of the College Board's
research, "blames the educational system
for being les:; focused on facts and memorization than on analysis."
Well Wayne, God forbid, students actu-
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shoved down their throats. No, critical

C thinking i!in't a skill that should b.e t.aught
• • in school - no one really uses it in the real
world. Apparently, that is the truth.
The media's portrayal that somehow
our generation is desperately lacking the
knowledge to step up and run the country
is completely untrue.
There is truth in the fact that our generation is inundated with so many messages - some of which are false · that we,
more than any generation before us, must
go above and beyond to be able decipher
truth from fallacies. The problem is many
of us are too lazy and distracted to do so.
Ignonmce is only bliss until someone
teUs you what is really going on.
We have grown up in a technologically
advanced society drunk on pop culture,
fed hidden agendas, medicated up and
calmed down into submission.
We are different from the hippies or
the beatniks of the '60s in that there are
less of us with a voice. There are no opinions or protests.
We are told to eat our Happy Meals and
gaze into colorful screens depicting a life
that we only vicariously live, while the
outside world crumbles around us.
We have lost our passion.
The college student is somewhat of an
anomaly, which is set apart from our generation as a whole. There are different
reasons for attending college, but I would
hope that one of them is "I have a genuine
desire to know more.''
The fact that you are even reading this
article proves there are still those who
are on a quest for some sort of enlightenment (not that I always necessarily provide it, but I try).
Here is my challenge to you. As a college student, before you join the ranks of
the workforce where everything is serious and proper and censored, question
everything. Keep your optimism. Fight
the naysayers, the apathetic. Find your
passion and follow it.
I can't tell you the meaning of life, but I
can tell you that it is only by precious
luck that you find yourself living, breathing, thinking, being or existing at all on
this earth. Just don't waste your good for·
tune.
Alaina Zanin is the opinion editor for
The Murray State News. She can be
reached at alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

.Robert Kennedy, Jr., undeserving of lecture criticism ·
Assistant professor counters accusations of misinformation
I

In My
Opinion

Edward
Cox:
Edward Cox is an
assistant professor
In the department of
English and philosophy at Murray State.

Professor Steve Herr's criticism of
Robert Kennedy, Jr.'s, lecture evidenced several misapprehensions on a
variety of issues, three of which I wish
to address.
The fi rst misapprehension from
Kennedy's lecture is Herr's implication that Abraham Lincoln was no better a defender of the Constitution than
George W. Bush given Lincoln's suspension of habeas corpus during the
Civil War.
Lincoln's suspension of habeas corpus does not, however, show that Lincoln had no more respect for the Constitution than does Bush.
The Constitution allows the president to suspend habeas corpus "when
in cases of rebellion or invasion the
public safety may require it." Perhaps
the public safety did not require the
writ's suspension, but it is hard to see
how the Civil War might not qualify as
a rebellion.
Bush's suspension of habeas corpus
clearly cannot be justified on these
grounds since the United States faces
neither invasion nor rebellion.
Therefore, a plain reading of the
Constitution shows that Bush's suspension of habeas corpus is unconstitutional. Moreover, the Supreme
Court agreed when it ruled in Hamdi
vs. Rumsfeld that detainee Yaser
Hamdi could not be held without trial
but had the right to judicial review of
his detention. Lincoln's action was,
therefore, potentially justifiable,

whereas Bush's clearly was not.
The second problematic claim is
Herr's assertion that Bush's program
of warrantless wiretapping is constitutional and made legal under the Patriot Act.
Bush's wiretaps are defensible
because Bush's action was undertaken,
Herr claims, in defense of the nation.
The first of these claims is false and
the second is irrelevant to its constitutionality or Legality.
The legality of the Bush administration's war rantless wiretapping program has never hinged on the Patriot
Act, which is just as well since it predates the Patriot Act.
Moreover, the Bush administration
has relied only on the authorization
for the use of force against Iraq and on
the president's "inherent authority" to
justify the program. Although I cannot
address these issues here, it's exceed·
ingly unclear how either of these justifications could be sufficient.
This program appears unconstitutional given the Fourth Amendment's
requirement for warrants. And the
only judge who has actually ruled on
the constitutionality of the program,
Judge Anna Taylor Diggs, found it
unconstitutionaL
Even if the current program is constitutional, which I doubt, it is virtually certain that the Bush administration
previously illegally wiretapped.
In fact, even James Corney and John
Ashcroft, not exactly friends of civil

liberties, threatened to resign in 2004
rather than reauthorize the program
that the Bush administration had in
place.
Moreover, any intent to protect the
U.S. from terrorist attacks has no bearing on the legality or constitutionality
of the program.
Third, Herr claims that Kennedy's
support of the fairness doctrine is
"odd" because without the fairness
doctrine people exercise a "preference
expressed by a free people." Implicit
in this argument is that the doctrine
violates people's right to listen to
whatever views they choose.
This assertion, however, misses the
point of the fairness doctrine, which
guaranteed, before Reagan repealed it,
that news programs provide both sides
of controversial issues.
Of course, people have a right to listen to Kennedy or Rush Limbaugh as
they choose; they are always free to
change the channel.
The relevant question is whether
broadcasters have a right to broadcast
only the views they choose.
Since the public owns the airwaves,
the government requires broadcasters
to act in the public interest. Requiring
that broadcasters air both sides on
controversial issues is a reasonable
minimum standard for serving the
public interest.
I hope these corrections lead to a
more substantive and accurate understanding of these important issues.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown, classification and title or relationship to the University. Comment~ries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e·mail or thenews.org.
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PROVOST'S PREMIERE

Students argue extra credit during debate
Jason Morrow

for doing no work," Mc laurine
said. "You're not advancing your
education. College is preparation
for life, the real world. There is no
extra credit in real life or even in
graduate school."
Mclaurine was quickly interrupted by Parks, of the opposition,
with a question.
"You say there is no extra credit
ln the real world," Parks said. "How
would you classify perhaps asking
for a promotion or a bonus?"
McLaurine quickly dismissed tht~
question as having· nothing to do
with extra credit but for being
rewarded for work done well.
The government proposed students must do some sort of essay
more than 500 words if they are to
receive extra credit points.
"I know that may seem long, but
500 - 700 words is about a page or
a page and a half," McLauren said.
"You can crank that out in 10 minutes tops. It makes people work for
their grade."
The opposition fired back.
"You could go to google.com and

Staff writer
There was plenty of heat to go
around from the Murray State
Speech and Debate Union at the
annual Provost Premiere March 27.
The government was represented by White College's Michael
McLaurine, senior from Louisville,
Ky., and Clark College's Traci
Rose, sophomore from Murray, Ky.
The opposition was represented by
Regents College's April Payne,
senior from Franklin, Tenn., and
Hester College's Megan Parks,
senior from Symsonia, Ky.
The topic for the debate was
whether professors should be
allowed to give extra credit to students freely. The government
argued against professors being
allowed to give students free points
for going to an event.
The government argued free
credit opportunities held no educational value.
"Extra credit, or these free-point
opportunities, reward individuals

copy and paste an anicle about
something and turn it in," Payne
said.
The government asked if Payne
implied most students of Murray
State would actually cheat on their
assignments and even asked if
!•aync was speaking from her own
experiences.
"No. that would be an audacious
clnim to make," Payne said. "I
think that they could if they wanted
to."
Both groups bantered back and
forth, and repeated themselves on
several occasions. Eventually, the
debate came to a halt and the
judges were permitted to ask questions.
One of the judges asked if any of
the competitors could go back in
time and sit in the presence of
Plato. Aristotle or Markus Aralias,
would they consider it to be valuable time.
"They were engaging individuals
in dialogue," McLaurine said. "Just
sitting there would not really give
us any substantive value.''

Opposition members said they
would be in awe if the opportunity
were given to them.
By the end of the debate, the
crowd voted for the side it thought
should win and to the surprise of
no one, it sided with the opposition. The judges then cast their
ballots in favor of the opposition.
Though the debate didn't end as
he wanted, McLaurine said he
enjoyed the expt!ricnce.
"I knew coming in we were going
to lose the audience just because of
the topic," McLaurine said. "I'm
not too thrilled about the outcome.
(The opposition) did amazing and I
want to congratulate them on their
win."
Payne was the outstanding
debater for the event was. Mclaurine was the runner-up.
urm really excited, especially
because it was my last debate,"
Payne said. "It was just really nice
to go out with a bang and finish
strong."

Jason Morrow can be reached at
;ason.morrow@murraystate.edu.

Lawmakers unable to decide
ethical standards for governor
Associated Press
Lawmakers have been unable to agree on
tougher ethical standards for the governor
and other high-ranking state officials.
Negotiations on Wednesday yielded no
compromise between the House and Senate
conferees who have been debating legislation intended to build public confidence in
state government
The administrations of the state's previous two governors were mired by scandal.
Former Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher,
who left office in December, had been
indicted for allegedly conspiring to hire and
fire rank-and-flie employees based on political considerations, though the charges
were later dropped in an agreement with ,
prosecutors. And Fletcher's predecessor,
former two-term Gov. Paul Patton, was
scandalized by a highly publicized extramarital affair.
The legislation doesn't directly address
either of those situations. Instead, it would
ban the governor and other statewide elect- '
ed officials from accepting campaign contributions from lobbyists and state contractors, require all executive branch employees to receive ethics training and spell out
that employees who violate ethics rules can
be fired.

Students manage thousands through investment challenge
Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
Through the Tennessee
Valley Authority's Investment Challenge. Murray
State students have bad the
opportunity
to
manage
$100,000 of real money since
1999.
Larry Guin, professor of
economics and finance and
faculty adviser to the TVA
Investment Challenge from
1999 to 2004, said while the
universities arc not given
actual cash, TVA does give
each of the 18 participating
schools the right to manage
$100,000 through an account.
"Here at Murray State, we
do the Investment Challenge
as a kind of project in a few of
our finance classes," Guin
said. "The students do all the
financial analysis of the companics, make recommendations on which ones to invest
in, and as a group, the students make the final deci-

sions. Faculty members just
kind of guide the students a
little bit on the proper techniques, but the students make
all the decisions.''
In some cases. Guin said
Murray
State
students
involved in the investment
actually outperformed professional money managers
responsible for billions of
TVA's dollars. In these cases,
Guin said TVA returned to
the students with extra
money to be managed.
"At one time, Murray State
students were managing
approximately $1 million
because TVA gave us the initial $100,000 and came back
later and gave us another
$300,000," Guin said. uln this
case, the students did so well
in the competition that' the
stock prices went up so much
that they were managing
about $1 million."
In the case when participating universities do exceptionally well. the depart-

mcnts involved become eligible to win $15,000 for first
place, $10,000 for second and
$5,000 for third. In the case
of Murray State, the money
accumulated through the
Investment Challenge is
donated to the Murray State
University
Foundation.
which handles scholarships
and other things on campus.
Recently, this scholarship
account has grown so large
faculty in the finance department have received approval
for students to also manage
that account.
The contrast between
Guin's memories of past and
present TV A Investment
Challenges best illustrates
the reputation for Murray
State students built from
involvement in the competition.
"It used to be the case that
the facul ty would go to TV A
and encourage them to hire
our graduates," Guin said.
uAfter we won so much prize

money, TV A was coming to
us and asking us who we had
good coming out, and if they
could talk to them.''
For some, David Durr,
endowed chair of economics
and fmance and faculty adviser to the TVA Investment
Challenge, said the TV A
Investment Challenge serves
as an important entry point
far a career in fmance. In fact,
Durr said a past student of
his, graduating this spring,
has already accepted a position with a financial analyst
firm in the Nashville, Tenn.,
area.
"J think it is huge," Durr
said. "He did a great job on
the Investment Challenge
project and went out and
found his own job. He knew
that he was very interested in
financial analysis, was able to
narrow his focus and will be
starting a new job in May or
June as a fmancial analyst."
Though students participating in the Investment

Challenge are more limited in
their resources than professional financial analysts. Durr
said the skills used in both
situations are very similar. In
both cases, Durr said the
objective is to follow a very
basic, fundamental approach
to investing which emphasizes value.
Once students understand
the current conditions of an
economy. they ask themselves what types of industries might perform adequately or better in the specific environment. From
there, participants begin to
look at different companies
that might be undervalued.
"There are r eally two
approaches to investing that
are diametric~ly opposed,"
Durr said. "You've got the
technical analysts on one
hand that just trying to make
predictions and be in the
right place at the right time.
On the other side, you have
the investors, who are look-

ing for value. Murray State
students faU into the latter
group."
Where value is concerned,
Durr said it docs not matter
whether a company is a wellpublicized retailer or somebody on the industrial side.
Still, Luke Thomas, past
TVA Investment Challenge
participant, said when learning techniques to investing,
some of the most valuable
investment advice comes
from mistakes.
"I would believe that I
found a good company, spend
an hour on one company only
to scrap that company and
move to another," Thomas
said. "The pro ject taught me
a lot and I would recommend
it to anyone interested in
finance and stock evaluation.
I also believe it helped me get
my job at New Constructs as
an associate analyst."

Clayton Vertrees can be
reached at ;ames.vertrees@
murraystate.edu.
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Spotlight

· The Murray State News highlights an
interesting fact about an administrator or
staff member every two weeks.

Sivills runs marathon for friend
Emily Wuchner
News Editor

Photo provided hy Cclthcrine Sivills

Catherine Sivifls. assistant vice president for Institutional Advancement
and Communications, stretches before a run Tuesday evening. Slvills Is
training for the Country Music Marathon in Nashville, Tenn.

Catherine Sivills is training
for her first marathon.
But the race isn't just about
staying in shape or being
healthy. For Sivills, the mean·
ing is much deeper.
Sivills. assistant vice presi·
dent
for
Institutional
Advancement and Communi·
cations, and her husband
Scott attend Sunday school
with Murray State volleyball
coach DaviJ Schwcpker and
his wife Kendra. About three
years ago, Kendra was diagnosed with :1 tumor and after
surgery, doctors thought she
was cured. Not long ago, how·
ever, the tumor came back,
requiring a trip to MAYO
Clinic for removal. Nqw she
must go to Nashville, Tenn.,
for radiation treatments.
With her Sunday school
class, Sivills has helped the
Schwepkcr family by taking
them meals and collecting
money. The group thought it
could do morl' to show its
support. That'~ when the
team Training for K formed .
"It just started with a cou·
pic of us saying, 'Let's do this,'
and now there's a couple pco·

ple in Murray who wanted to
join our team," Sivills said.
Together, the group of
about 20 members wlJJ run in
the Country Music Marathon
in Nashville, Tenn., April 26.
Sivills, who has not previously competed, will run the
half marathon, which is about
13.1 miles.
"My goal is just to finish."
Sivills said laughing.
She began preparing for the
race in January while scour·
ing Web sites, looking for the
perfect training plan. Her ftrst
goal was to run 30 minutes
straight without stopping.
"It sounds so easy, .but
when you go out and run,
that's usually about a
three-mile distance if you are
jogging," Sivills said. "It's not
as easy as it sounds."
Each week she adds miles
to her course. Last weekend,
she ran eight miles and said
this weekend she plans on
running 10.
Sivills prefers running out·
side, even though she some·
times has to fight the elements. A few months ago, a
series of severe storms came
through the area. Sivills was
running when the rain started
and she ducked into a neigh·

bor's garage.
"I was so glad his garage
was open because it started to
bail just a little bit," Sivills.
"I've been stuck in the rain a
couple of times, but it's not
that bad unless it is lightening. Then it gets scary.''
Sivills finds it easier to run
while listening to her iPod,
which includes tunes from
artists like Jordin Sparks,
Ribanna, Fergie and Hannah
Montana.
"Hannah Montana songs
arc really actually good to run
to because they're upbeat,"
Sivills said.
Sivills said her husband will
compete in the race, too. She
said eventually they both
would like to compete in a full
or another half marathon.
"Honestly, Kendra's story
has inspired me because there
arc many times when I don't
feel like running, especially
when it's cold and rainy after
work or when I've worked all
day," Sivills said. "Thinking
about all she's been through
has made me get off the
couch, go put on my running
shoes and just go. Even if I
only go two miles, that's kind
of given me !;Ome inspira·
tion."

Aside from running to
train, Sivills spends much of
her time running after her
three children, Will, 9, Jackson, 6, and Caroline, 3. With
the boys involved in basketball and her husband being a
coach for the Calloway Coun·
ty High School girls basket·
ball team, a great deal of the
family's extra time is spent in
a gym.
"From October to just
recently, all of our extra time
is in a basketball gym,'' Sivills
said. ''My boys just started
baseball season, so we'll be
out at ballparks.... Really, any
of our extra time is dedicated
to our kids but I wouldn't
have it any other way."
All in all, Sivills looks for·
war d to the race and hopes its
completion will inspire her to
try new things.
"I think that if you can do
that aU your life, you'll have
such an interesting life,''
Sivills said. "If you become
complacent and don't ever do
anything new then before you
know it your life bas gone by
and you think 'gosh I've done
the same thing every day."'
Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily. wuchner@
murraystate.edu.

Across campus
Broughton named dean

Former Regents chair dies

Plans for area codes on hold

Officials plan tuition forum

Provost Gary Brockway announceJ James
"Corky" Broughton will be recommended for
the position of dean of the College of Health
Sciences and Human Services during the May 16
Board of Regents meeting. Currently,
Broughton is interim dean of the college and
will assume his new responsibilities July 1.
Broughton began workinf; at the University in
1989. In the past he has scn·ed as chair of the
department of wcllness and therapeutic sci·
ences, Hart Residential e ollogc head and program coordinator of the Susan E. Bauernfeind
Student Recreation and Wellncss Center.

Former Hoard of Regents Chair Charles
Howard died March 27.
Howard, 75, from Mayfield, Ky., served on the
board from 1968·1982.
He attended Murray State, St. Louis Univcrsi·
ty and W<lS <1 U.S. Army veteran. Hl" was als~1 a
rctircJ family physician and member of First
Christian Church.
He is survived by his wifl' Fran, son John and
brother Robert.
The family he ld a private graveside service at
St. joseph Cemetery and there was no visitation,
according to an obituary in the Paducah Sun.

The 270 area code of western Kentucky was
expected to run out of numbers by Jan. 1, 2008.
The addition of th~ optional364 area code for
the far western portion of the area was planned
to occur early this year, but the change has been
postponed another lS months.
The new prospective date since the delay is
April I, 2010.
The Kentucky I>ublic Service Commission
feared the rising demand of new phone numbers
in western Kentucky would exhaust the area
code, but has taken measures to postpone that
happening.

University officials will hold the the Student
Tuition Forum at 2 p.m. Thursday in the Curris
Center Barkley Room.
The event is held in conjunction with the Student Government Association.

Free Racercards available
Free Racercard replacements will be avail·
able for those that are damaged, have unusable
photos, have changed residential colleges or •
have the old Racercard design.
• Students can get new cards at the Racercard •
Office in the Curris Center, Tuesday-Thursday.

Wednesday,

APRIL 9th
9:00p.m.
Curris Center

Stables

sponsored by:

www.greenriverordinance.com
Applications are now available
for the following positions:
WI ... anpay Clh-...a wiiiMMit being....._.. of •Y llllallnltlon.
WI lnvl1l you to villi and study with ... You too can .. Just I Cll...a.-L

Executive Council

Pr esiden t
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

'

April 20.25 Rick Wadlington

Three Senators from each of the
following colleges:

Sunday Morning Bible Study - 10 am
SUnday Morning Wonldp - 10:50 am
Sunday Evening Wonhlp - & pm
Monday- Frtday - 7 p.m. nightly

College of Business & Public Mfairs
College of Education
College of Health Sciences & Human Services
College of Humanities & Fine Arts
College of Science, Engineering & Technology
School of Agriculture

Comer of Doran Road and HoDday Drive In Murray, KY
Take 94 West (Main Street) to Doran Road, turn left go past
Murray High School 4th St on the left Is Holiday Drtn.

94 West

8 Senator-at-Large Positions

641

-~~··~~~----~·

D

Applications are now available in lhe SGA office and are
due
by Noon. April 7. The candidates tnceting Will be
held at 4 p.m. on April 7 in the CurTis Center Barkley
Room.
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Rental homes near campuses
prove successful property market
Amanda Crider
Staff writer

E.laine KighVThe

Earthquake procedures examined
Robin Phel ps
Assistant News Editor
Though the last significant earthquake in
Kentucky was a 5.1 on a
scale of one to 10 in 1811.
Murray State administrators remain prepared
in the case of an earthquake emergency.
"It's an unannounced
event, so it takes a long
period of time to prepare for an earthquake,"
Jeff Steen, environmental coordinator in Facili~
ties Management said of
the provisions Murray
State has made over the
years.
Along with a 1979
building code ensuring
every building made
after this date was
earthquake resistant,
Murray State also provides students with an
, outline for emergency
proc~dures.

Gte'cn ·-and

black illp
1
charts adorn the walls
:of Murray State build:

ings and offer steps in
expediting the process
of providing safety for
students, faculty and
staff.
According to Murray
State's Emergency Procedures Guide prepared
by the Office of Environmental Safety and
Health, students should
seek shelter away from
falling debris and glass,
avoid elevators and
assist those in need.
Along with the emergency
procedures
guides located in rooms
and online, Murray
State also is prepared
with emergency generators for power outages.
With these establishments made to secure
the safety of the Murray
State community, Steen
said the University
anticipates expanding
the
measures
in
respons~ -to emergency
situations.
"We've talked with
the state to provide

training on what to do
in emergency disasters,"
Steen said.
Though Community
Emergency Response
team training is not yet
a fixture, Steen said the
University does have
other training programs.
The building coordinator program offered
and encouraged by the
Office of Environmental
Safety and Health is
one, Steen said, 80-85
percent of faculty and
staff members are
trained in.
"We make a major
emphasis to do the
training in August and
September," Steen said.
Steen said students
should seek shelter in
steel-reinforced doorways, duck and cover
and retreat to buildings
that are newer, longer,
shorter and wider.
"I wouldn't want to be
on the top floor of Faculty HaU," Nathan Oliver, graduate student

New~

•

from Mayfield, Ky .. said.
Getting to the most
preferable and safest
building is not always
possible, but David Wilson, director of Housing, said students living
in the residential colleges still remain safe.
With the cooperation
of resident advisers,
Housing staff and public
safety, Wilson said students can look for
prompt communication.
"Murray State is
working on ways to
have more communication with residents over
issues," Wilson said.
In all of the University's preparations for the
event of an earthquake,
Steen said Murray-CaJloway County's preparedness for the event
was deemed sufficient
by Homeland Security
after a drill performed
May 2007.
Robin Phelps can be
reached at robinj.phelps
@murraystate.edu.

Tyler Powell, senior from Erin, Tenn.,
decided to move off campus two and a
half years ago with some of his friends.
"The people who I originally decided
to room with decided we wanted a little
more space and something with a bit of a
yard that was still close to campus," Powell said. "We went to a real estate agent
and told him what we were looking for
and about what price. He showed us a
few places and we found our house.''
Powell is just one of many students
who have decided to live off campus.
According to Yahoo News, enrollments
at public universities are increasing as
children of baby-boomers graduate college. Many university housing plans simply cannot keep up.
Terry Burgess, assistant director for
resident services, said approximately 70
percent of Murray State students live off
campus.
"If you consider that we have about
10,000 students, only 3 - 4,000 live on
campus if you consider College Courts."
Burgess said.
Other public universities have similar

Hailey Kercheval
Staff writer
This semester the Board
of Regents will vote on a
new structure for student
meal plans.
The 2008-2009 proposal
for meal plans allows for
more flexibility that students do not have under
the current structure,
Richard Fritz, Food Services director said.
"The proposal allows
students to use their meals
as often as they want, any
time of day in any quantity.'' Fritz said.
Food Services is moving
toward a point where students will have a combination of meal plans and Flex
dollars, Fritz said. Flex
dollars operate like a
declining balance account
and can be used as often as
students want, but the
money is only good for

{l'hE

www.murraystate.edu/ seniorclassgift

Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.

Officials consider meal plan changes

Leave Your Legacy at Murray State University!

Make a gift to the Senior Class Gift and continue the tradition.
No matter what the amount, your gift is important to the
success of Murray State.

numbers. For example, only 15 percent of
students at Middle Tennessee State University live on campus.
The growing number of students living
off campus doesn't just affect the universities, but also the housing market.
Recently there has been a growing
trend in college towns for people to buy
houses for the purpose of renting them to
students.
Jim Tate, agent for Campbell Realty in
Murray, said that although the majority of
students, living off campus rent apartments or duplexes. there is a greater
demand for rental houses as well.
"That is a fantastic market in Murray,"
Tate said. "If you have a house that is in
the right zone to be rented to students,
that is always a good investment."
Tate said be bears many stories of people who are interested in buying houses
for that purpose.
"Murray's market is pretty safe in
terms of investing in a home," Tate said.
"People feel comfortable knowing they
can rent out the home and still have it to
live in or rent again after the students
graduate."

meal plan operation.
According to the Food
Services Web site, the
proposed 2008-2009 academic year meal plans have
a few more options: students may choose a set
amount of 180 or 240
meals per semester, or one
of two Block Plans. The
Block Plans include 125
meals and $250 in Flex
Dollars, or 175 meals and
$350 in Flex Dollars.
"Students who currently use the meal plan system may use up to three
meals a day Monday
through Friday, and up to
two meals a day on weekends," Fritz said. "Under
the new system, should it
be approved by the Board
of Regents, students could
treat friends to an on-campus meal any time of day."
Fritz said the new meal
plan structure still allows
meals to roll over week to

week until the end of the
semester.
Andy Kell, junior from
Paducah, Ky., said he
thinks a more flexible
meal plan system is a good
idea.
"Although l would
rather use declining balance, 1 would be more
inclined to purchase a
meal plan if I knew I could
use it any time I want, as
many times as I want,'' he
said.
In accordance with University policy, all freshman and sophomore students will still be required
to purchase a minimum
meal plan in 2008-2009.
Said Fritz: "The proposed meal plan system
will still offer choices that
are available now, just
beete~ ~

a bi~."

Halt;y Kercheval can

be

reachea at hailey.kercheval
@rrrurraystate.edu.
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Staff gives tips for job interview·attire
Mia Walters
Staff writer
In the business world. you should not have a beard
unless you are applying to be a lumberjack Career Services Specialist Marlo Rhodes advises.
There are several basic conventions to the an of business attire, Rhodes said, and Murray State Career Services takes them seriously.
"Employers joke and call us the fashion police," she
said. "But they know that we understand just how important the first impression is."
While business attire has relaxed over the past decade,
some traditions remain the same.
"Women used to not even wear pantsuits to work and
men only wore blue and black suits, but now it's really
common to see a polo shirt and some khaki pants in the
business world," Brooke Wiles, cooperative
education/internship coordinator, said. "But flip-flops.
short skirts, sagging pants and shorts are still no-no's."
Career Services offers a "what not to wear" presentation with photos depicting those exact mistakes, Wiles
said. They use pictures of students taken at the Murray
State career fair, with the faces blocked out, as examples.
Goofy ties, excess eye shadow, untucked shirts and
guys wearing untailored suits are a few other examples in
this presentation, Wiles said.
"Employers know that you are college student, and you

dun't have the money to go out and get an Armani suit,"
Rhodes said.
Regina Hudspeth. career counselor, said she agrees
breaking the bank is not necessary when shopping for
business dothing.
"You can go to a thrift shop or an outlet and find something that is appropriate," she said. "Get something you
can mix and match with something you already have and
increase your wardrobe versatility."
Wcsly Ncwmaster, an elementary education major from
Evansville, Ind., has some of her own rules when it comes
to bu$incss attire.
"It really bothers me when people wear white socks
with black pants, and I think it's important to not have an
'equator.' or a midriff showing," she said. "Guys need
their shirts pressed and tucked in. Also, mixing black and
blue is a definite 'no,' just don't do it."
Newmastcr, who adorns business attire up to three
times a week to visit schools for her major, thinks the way
you look can represent how serious you actually are
about a position.
Hudspeth shares that sentiment.
"Students need to be aware that your attire and appearance enhance your credibility," she said. "You have to
remember who you are representing - you're representing
Murray State, your employer and yourself."
Mia Walters can lw reached at mia.walters@
murraystate.edu.
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Where are
they now ?

Alumna scores job
with football team
Emily Wu chner
News Editor
Stephanie Minix regularly attended
Tennessee Titans football games and
even considered herself a fan. She
never thought one day she would be
working for its rival team.
A 2003 Murray State graduate,
Minix is a sponsorship sales account
coordinator for the Indianapolis
Colts.
As a child Minix was a tomboy and
enjoyed playing flag football with the
neighborhood kids in front of her
Owensboro home.
"Flag football is (the) closest I ever
got to actually playing the game, but
the concept of the football is what is
so appealing to me," Minix said. "It's
interesting to not only play but watch.
On the other hand, I like to play golf,
but have no interest in watching it on
TV."
Minix majored in advertising at
Murray State and received a minor in
marketing. While at the University,
she was involved in activities like
Alpha Omicron Pi, Ads Club, Marketing Club and was a football officer
volunteer. She held internship at both
Greenwell-Chisholm Printing Company and the Owensboro Mercy
Health System Marketing Departme'nt. But Minix knew she wanted to
work for the National Football
League.

During the winter of her senior
year, Minix e-mailed her resume to
several NFL teams to ask about summer sales or marketing internship.
Two teams responded- one being the
Colts.
"The Colts' director of ticket sales
said he had one more position to fill
for the summer sales team and asked
if I'd like' to interview for it," Minix
said via e-mail. "I had a phone interview with him in March 2003 and the
following day I was asked to join the
team. At the time it felt like pure luck
and perfect timing ... but I now know
that the 2003 summer internship was
not just luck, but a blessing in disguise that would eventually bring
even bigger and better things my
way."
Now, Minix works with nearly 60
corporate sponsors executing their
media and hospitality contracts,
which include advertising or getting
suites or game tickets for the companies.
Minix !laid the best part of the job is
working with the people, including
Head Coach Tony Dungy.
"1 enjoy the people I work with;
they arc like my family away from
home," Minix said. "Working in the
sponsorship department for the team
gives me the opportunity to meet
numerous people all over the coun-

try."
Another job perk is her 2007 Super

Murray State grads making it
big inthe business world
Josh Ricks: 2005 - Business
Administration, 2007 - MBA; pro- '
duction assistant for MTV

Mike£. Williams: 1996 - Finance;
vice president for Memento Security, Inc.
Sean Pinnegan: 1993 - Advertising; chief media officer for
Vibrant Media

CJ Pyles: 1991 -

Electronic Media;
on-set dresser for NBC

Amy Watson: 1989 - Journalism;
morning host for Channel 5,
Nashville

Alumna Stephanie Minix and Coach Tony Dungy show off their Super Bowl rinos after the
Colt's 2006 victory against the Chicaoo Bears.
Bowl ring, which she received in June
2007 during a ceremony in Indianapolis, Ind. Now the ring is in a
bank deposit box, but Minix retrieves
it for special occasions.
Minix said many people underestimate her job, which is just like any
other office job with numerous emails, conference calls, meetings and
paper work.
''There arc many days when I am
up to my ears in paperwork, but it
always gets done, just takes time and
patience," Minix said.
Eventually Minix said she would

Trisha Cnnningham·l986- Computer Information Systems; director of worldwide communications for Texas Instruments, Inc.

like to work her way up in the Colts
organization.
Minix said internship arc key for
students looking for a job similar to Cindy Miller: 1982 - Business
hers. She said it is important to estab- ~ Administration; senior director of
!ish a goal and remain focused on it.
CMA World
"Start as early as you can in the
industry you would like to work in Jaclde Hays Bickel: 1979 - Elec- •
and get your foot in the door," Minix tronic Media; news anchor
said. "Experience and a hard work WAVE TV Channel 3, Louisville
ethic are key. Continue to stay on the
path you desire and keep focusing on David Aleunder: 1975 - Accountyour goal."
ing and Business Administration;
Emily Wuchner can be reached at VP & SW Managing Partner at
emily.wuchner@murraystate.edu.
1 Ernst & Young LLP

Murray State education helps graduate run successful business
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
Though the Grecian food
he serves at his restaurant in
EvansvilJe, Ind., is far from
the typical cuisine found in
Murray, the roots of Doros
Hadjisavva's authentic Greek
restaurant, the Acropolis, are
closer to Murray State than
they appear.
Receiving his master of
business administration, Hadjisavva became an alumnus of
Murray State in 2000.
With 55,108 others reported
in the Murray State 2007
Factbook. Hadjisavva is
among many Murray State
alumni.

After receiving his MBA
from Murray State, Hadjisavva said be realized many
aspects of his degree were
quintessential in helping him
run the Acropolis.
WThe professors at Murray
State really make.you see the
big picture," Hadjisavva said.
"What I learned was not only
for the restaurant business,
but for real life."
Hadjisavva recalled a .s ituation be had with employees
and how he sought help, years
after receiving his degree,
from a professor at Murray
State.
"Murray State professors
treated people individually,
according to their needs,"

-rfwAK~

NVtiht"

Hadjisavva said. "Murray
State's location makes it more
about personal relationship.
Working to receive his
MBA. Hadjisavva said eight
years ago he drove 138 miles
from Evansville, Ind., to Murray to arrive on time for his 6
p.m. class.
"641 is the worst number I
know,'' Hadjisavva said. "I got
four tickets for !;peeding
through there."
Joking of his driving violations during his commute to
Murray Hadjisavva said taking Management 651 for his
MBA curriculum was a struggle at the time. He said now
he realizes the importance of
the course in the ever-chang-

ing business world.
uTJiere's a lot of competition in Evansville-it's not
like Murray," Hadjisavva said.
"I encourage people to tell
whether they like (the food)
or not so I can better myself."
With tips, advice and council from several professors
throughout the years since
Hadjisavva's matriculation
from Murray State, he safd he
advocates the University
when working at the Acropolis and encourages prospective students to consider the
institution.
With 30 employees working at the Acropolis, the
restaurant has functioned in
its new location for more

than five years, but Hadjisayva said he owes part of success to Murray State's MBA
program and Gerry Muuka,
associate dean of the College
of Business and Public
Affairs.
As the alumni rate increases. more 27J61 alumni are
from Kentucky.
Hadjisavva said this seemfngl}' hfgh number ('ould be
attributed to the commi).Dity
of the University.
Hadjisavva said though he
has not visited Murray
recently, his connections continue as his wife Ellada
Yerolemou-Hadjisavva works
at Murray State's Henderson
County campus as a recruiter
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for the Institution of International Studies.
"The place that I went to
school, I will always love it,"
Hadjisavv.a said. "I will
always promote Murray
State."
Robin Phelps can be reached
at robinj.phelps@murraystate.
edu.
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Staff writer
When Katie Pride, junior
from Clay. Ky.. decided to
apply for a summer internship, there was only one
choice in her mind.
Pride wanted to be an
intern at St. Tude Hospit:ll
in Memphis, Tenn., mostly
because her brother was a
former patient there. She
said, however, there Wl're
some difficulties fulfilling
her dream.
"I had been applying
online for a year and a
half," Pride said. "I hadn't
heard anything, hndn't
heard anything."
Finally, a chance meeting with a former Murrar
State public relations
alumna gave Pride the
chance of a lifetime.
''I met Kristen (Larkins)
at Up 'Til Davro and she
agreed to be a reference

for me," Pride said. "Last
summer, I interned at St.
Jude's from May ' until
August, and now I am the
executive director of Up
Till Dawn."
After her experience,
Pride had some words of
advice for other aspiring
interns.
"'Call and definitely don't
e-mail," Pride said. "You
want to get in touch with
the highest person you can.
Get their number and call.
... When you call you look
more
interested, and
they'll be more likely to
help you."
Murray State students
wanting to apply for
internships don't have to
go it alone like Pride, however. Career Services will
help anyone interested in
an internship or a job.
Brooke Wiles, cooperative education and internship coordinator. said

there are a few basic things
every student needs when
applying for an internship.
''They need three to five
professional references,"
Wiles said. "It could be an
advisor, professor, employer, etc. We typically tell
students to stay away from
using friends, family or
clergy as references."
Wiles added that students also need to pay
attention to instructions on
any applications.
"If you see an advertisement and they call for a
specific number of references, give them what they
want or they might throw
it out," Wiles said. "Sometimes it will say three, and
you think, 'I'll wow them
with live."' They'll throw it
out because you didn't follow directions."
Wiles said that although
students can put "references available on request"

on their applications, they
need to be prepared to give
those references at any
time.
Another important part
of applying for internships
is the resume.
"I would start as a freshman getting your resume
perfect and then adding to
it throughout your college
career," Wiles said. "I recommend students get their
resume perfect before they
start applying for internships."
Some of the ·crucial elements of a good resume
include work experience,
involvement in the community, volunteer work,
class work which pertains
to the internship and an
objective stating what
position is desired. In general, high school activities
and awards should not be
mentioned, unless it is
something outstanding,

like being valedictorian or
student body president.
Resumes should be about
one page long and on a different page than the list of
references.
Students are also recommended to include a cover
letter to appear more professional. Cover letters are
also the opportunity to
include things like "team
player" or "goal oriented,''
that are overused in
resumes.
Resumes, cover letters
and reference~ should all
be printed on resume
paper.
For more information
about how to apply for
internships. students can
contact Career Services,
located on the second floor
of Ordway Hall, at 8093735.
Amanda Crider can be
reached at amanda.crider@
murraystate.edu.

Department focuses on outreach opportunities
Hailey Kercheval
Staff writer
The College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State is
reaching out to the local business
community and to up-and·coming
business professionals.
University President Randy
Dunn has given the business
department's outreach program a
distinct boost with his vision of
bringing more prospective students to the University.
"We nrc trying ro help Dr. Dunn
achieve his vision of outreach
strategically," Tim Todd, dean of
business :md public affairs said.
"He really has helpeu create a buzz
of activity in the department"
The College of Business and
Public Affairs' outreach program
has two primary divisions, Todd
said. Om• division focuses on economic development. and on what
the department calls "small busines~ deve)opment ~W.

"These
stretch across
the entire region
of western Kentucky,"
Todd
said. "There are
centers
in
Owensboro,
Hopkinsville,
Paducah
and
Murray. They
are all there to
Tim T odd assist small businesses."
Dean of the
T h e
College of
Business and Bureau of BusiPublic affairs ness and Economic Research
specifically deals with economic
outreach, Todd said.
"This unit focuses on helping
economic development, specifical1}' from data tb;tt is collected, as
well as from development opportunities," he said.
The second division of outreach,
Todd said. is geared towards the

up-and-coming youngsters that
will be the business pr ofessionals
of 'tomorrow. Barry Brown, the
director of the Center for Economic Education, directs this unit.
'"Every semester, we hold workshops for teachers of kindergarten
through 12th grade from all across
the region," Brown said. "(The
workshops) show the teachers how
to better teach economics to their
students."
One online computer game,
called the Stock Market Game, has
been a very successful tool in
teaching young students business
principles, Brown said.
"Eac.h player has $100,000 of fake
internet stock market funds to
invest,'' he said. "The players must
manage and invest their fake
money in the best way possible to
receive a high score."
Brown said children from grade
school through high school play
the Stock MarkN Game every
semester and compete against

Jason Morrow
Staff writer

1

other students from across the
nation.
For the first time the western
Kentucky region had two national
winners of this game, Brown said.
"We had two fourth-grade students from Farley Elementary
School in Paducah place third and.
sixth out of 14,928 students nation- 1
wide," Brown said. "Tim Todd and
myself presented the awards to the
winners. It was very exciting."
Regional high school competitions through the Future Business
Leaders of America and Delta
Epsilon Chi, a student marketing
organization, are also ho<:;ted at
Murray State, Todd said.
"It gets high school students on
campus, meeting faculty and students," Todd said. "'The students
are engaged with our campus. and
that helps sell Murray State as an
1
institution of choice for them."
Hailey Kercheval can be reached
at hailey.kercheval@murraystate.
j
edu.
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Professor offers
tips for dealing
with student debt

Staff give council for. summer internships
Amanda Crider

na

.

There are many benefits from graduating from a university such as Murray State,
but with the large debt many students go
into, those benefits may be easily forgotten.
Rebecca Braboy, sophomore from Kevil,
Ky., described the thought of her debt as
overwhelming and depressing.
"It's very discouraging, but there's nothing I can really do about it right now,''
Braboy said. "1 know that right after I get
out of college I may not get the greatest
job, so I'm just going to try to save up
money for the first payments that will
come in after I graduate."
David Durr, professor of economics and
finance, said he believes there is nothing
for a student to worry about as long as the
student starts out by living on a feasible
budget and staying away from credit
cards.
"It's just
so tempting
[O
get a
credit card
and
get
even more
in
debt,"
Durr said. "The best advice that 1 could
give to a student is to go back to some
basic budgeting. Budgeting is really managing the inflows and the outflows."
Durr also stressed the importance for
students to invest and start snving money
as soon as they can.
"When you save and invest, the money
you don't spend compounds," Durr said.
"It will grow exponentially, so the greatest
asset on your side is time."
Durr also pointed to a new Web site
designed to help students with their budgeting matters. Murray State signed up
with the Web site to make it accessible to
students,
and
all
University
cashcourse.org!msu was created.
"I started looking at it and saw the great
information," Durr said. "I thought, my
goodness, why wouldn't we do this?"
The Web site is designed to help stu·
dents with financial questions. It discusses many .issues from budgeting after graduation, to learning about buying or leasing
a car. Ourr hopes the site will 1:5e put onto
syllabUses
. and mentioned in fre h'me'ii or~ ·
entattons across campus.
"We're not trying to push this down any
person's throat." Durr said, "but with a student with a finnncial question, this is a
great place to start."
Durr said he believes if students are
responsible when they leave college and
do not splurge their money, the debt will
work its way down.
"I strongly advocate that students have a
budget, be disciplined, and even though it
may seem insignificant, start an investment plan immediately," Durr said. "What
you can't get back are years you didn't
invest."
Jason Morrow can be reached at
jason.morrow@murraystate.edu.
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NOW HIRING
Student Callers!
STARTING WAGE $6.00/HR
PRODUCTIVITY & LOGEVITY RAISES
WORK AROUND CLASS SCHEDULE
Are you an enthusiastic and conscientious Murray State student who
would like to actively raise money to support Murray State
University? Are you able to talk easily to strangers? Are you able to
empathize and persuade? If so, join us as a student ambassador for
the Murray State Racerthon, talking with alumni and parents by phone
to maintain their connection to the university and solicit financial
support. Applicants must have excellent telephone communication
abilities and customer service skills with previous telemarketing and/or
·
sales experience preferred.

SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Sunday 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Monday- Thursday 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
If interested, go to
www.MurrayState.edu/RacerthonJob
and apply today!
Willis Insurance Inc.
Dale Willis
201 North 5th street
Murray KY 42071
(270) 753-8485
, dwill
nsurance.com

Murray State University is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Noelle Olsen. senior from Murray, balances workjng at J. Edwards and majorlnq In advertising. Olsen has been worklnQ her entire way through school.

Students find challenges in combining work and school
AutumnBoaz

full· lime al Murray State 10
y.::ars ago and began as a parttimt• student nine years ago.
Some people depend on the
She plans to graduate in May
clocks hanging on the walls in
with a major in public relatheir classrooms. Others
tions and a minor in advertissport a wristwatch, and some
ing.
people pop out their cell
The typical four-year
phones when they need to
prtK'css has been a slow one
check the time.
for Marinoff, but her plan of
But regardless of the
action has always been steady
method used to count the
- .something she said she
minutes, the clock is always
takes pridt• in.
"At times I had tu take just
ticking.
For college students, cramone class a semester," she
ming school, work and some
said. "That's why it's taken so
form of a social life into a 24long (to graduate). If I had a
hour day can often pose a
class during the day I had to
problem.
make up the work hours."
"I guess the hardest part of
For studcqts who share
balancing is finding enough
similar circumstances, Marlhours in the day," Susan
noff said she suggests pairing
Marinoff, administratiw seca hard class with an enjoyable
of spo
~~
e~9tive (0 avoid beJua_ ~
~
~~~~-!i,>'bTr"~win'l too roue~=
'Marinoff b'egan
cult wo.rk. She said she also
Editor in Chief •

recommends
student~
research professors before
enrolling in a particular class.
Her most important philoso·
phy, however, is one .she her·
self has had to refer to manr
times throughout her nineyear college career.
"Try not to stop if at all
possible," Marinoff .said. "1
thought one semester I would
have to stop, but then I probably wouldn't start again."
For students Whll receive
financial support from outside sources, work is often
secondary- bul for other stu·
dents, work is an utmost pri·
ority.
"I've worked my entire way
through .school," senior from
Murray and bartender at J.
Edwards Noelle Olsen said.

inevitable

"ror students to gain expe·
rience, hopefully in their
field, it's going to help them
determine whether they like
that field," Rhodes said. ''It '
also makes (students) learn
to multi·task and there's not a
job out there that doesn't
require that skill."
While Rhodes said work
experience is essential, especially for upperclassmen, she
encourages
students
to
always keep their GPA in
mind.
"If (a student's) GPA is
lower than other interviewees', they have to defend
that," Rhodes said. "Your
final GPA is something you
can't change. You want to be
able to focus on your job as
well as your studies."

tion to the rule. \...
"I've definitely learned
time management," Olsen
said. "I'm still working on it.
But I know now that you can't
procrastinate when you have
school all day and work all
night, and then you have to
sleep somewhere in between
and do your homework.
You're go, go, go all the time."
According to U.S. News
and World Report. approximately 75 percent of undergraduates under the age of 22
balance school and work.
That number has almost doubled since 1961, according to a
study conducted by Indiana
University.
Career Services Specialist
Marlo Rhodes said despite

··i~--~
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CRISPY TACOS
EVERY NIGHT 9 PM UNTIL CLOSE

be

murraystaie.edu.

or 16 hours of class."
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• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses
& Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Most Insurance
Accepted (Including:
Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. Medicare.
Medicaid, Spectera,
Dr. Douglas W . Payne YSP, Avesis)
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EYES &EYEWEAR
In Olympic Pla.7..a. Next to Los Portales, Murray

(270) 753-5507
DIOR
kate spade

RA L P H

Serengetl
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Tommy Bahama
RALPH LAUREN

·'Quality Eyecare for the Entire Fa11 "~ '·

Need a FUNDRAISER

for CUll or~w-rv ~

entire examination is free. If you want more care and treatment, we do

You may have one of these 16 danger signals of pinched nerves!
•Low Back Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Arthritis

•Dizziness
•Sore Elbows
•Neck Pain
•Indigestion

•Numb Hands
•Bursitis
•Pain Down Leqs
•Muscle Spasms

•Numb Angers
•Hlp Pain
•Tight Muscles
•Aching Feet

FIND OUT HOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains.
This examination normally cost $150.00 or more.
It wilt Include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test. a spinal alignment
check, an examination for restricted or excess
motion In the spine, and a private consultation with
the doctor to discuss the resultb<
DISCLAIMER: Any person responsible for payment has a rlqht to
refuse to poy within 72 hours of respondl119 to this advertisement.

Collect cans for recycling! (55¢Ab). Contact Jerry or
at Key Auto Parts & Recycling.
YOU CAN DELIVER or WE'LL PICK IT UP IF IT'S 100 LBS OR MORE
1850 STATE ROUTE 1215 ·MURRAY, KY 42071 • (270) 753 • 5500
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Track races
to fourth in
first outdoor
season meet
Alison Mugler
Staff writer

Four individual first-place finishes, one
regional qualifier and two broken school
records. A successful start to the track
and field outdoor season? One may think
so.
The Racers competed last weekend at
the Bulldog Invitational, hosted by Mississippi State University.
The team finished fourth overall out of
nine teams, with a number of additional
accolades that Head Coach Derek Chavis
said set the standard for the remainder of
the season.
"It was great for us to go into a meet
and have such great success.'' Chavis said.
"Anytime you attend a meet hosted by a
Southeast Conference school, you know
the competition wiU be tough. We were
just hoping to go in and give the women
an opportunity to set the benchmark to
see where they stood."
Freshman Katelyn Jones was the first to
break a school record, finishing fll'St in the
3,000-meter steeplechase with a time oflO
minutes, 59.14 seconds.
With Saturday being her first competing in the steeplechase, Jones said she was
very surprised she finished so well.
"I wasn't expecting (my time) to be that
fast," Jones said.
"Coach (Chris) England has been working with me and has rne doing hurdle
workouts to help prepare me for steeplechase. I've never done steeplechase or
hurdles, but l thought it l6oked like fun
and that it would be a challenge."
The second of the two record breakers
was senior Emi Yamamuro. She finished
first in the javelin throw with a toss of
45.71 meters, breaking a school record that
hasn't been challenged in almost 18 years.
This finish also autoQlatically qualified
Yamamuro for the NCCA regional meet.
Sophomore 'Taylor Crawford continued to dominate in the 800, receiving fttst
place with a time of 2:15.25. Crawford is
the reigning champion in this event after
finishing first in the indoor championship,
which took place in February. She contributes her success to her hard work.
"I think (hard work) is most important
to anyone's success," Crawford said. "I
feel like the harder I work the more I
improve. I was really happy with the way
1 finished, not only because I won but
because I was happy with the time that I
ran."
Sophomore Chelsea Hosey continued
the streak with a fttst-_place finish in the
hlgh jump competition, achieving a mark
pf 1.65 meters.
Coming off of a successful indoor sea1
t;on, the senior duo of Dominique Robinson and Shameka Dial continued to hold
's teady ground in the throwing competitions. Robinson
finished fourth out of 27
.
~thletes m the sbotput event with a throw
1357 meters. Dial also placed in the
~vent, finishing fifth with a throw of 12.95
meters.
Chavis is very confident that such a
high fmish in the initial outdoor meet of
the season is an accurate preview of what
the women have in store for the season.
·; "I'm glad that the girls are having such
~reat performances," Chavis said.
"It seems like for a lot of them, things
are really starting to come together. It's
really exciting to know that when you go
lnto a competition that you can be com~
petitive individually and as a team."
The Racers will compete today and Saturday in the Gatorade Classic located in
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Alison Mugler can be reached at ali-

.

of

~on.mugler@murraystate.edu.
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Rob Cross was hired to replace Jody Adams as the women's head basketball coach. He addressed the crowd Tuesday in a news conference in the Regional Special Events Center.

Cross promoted to head coach after 13 years as Racer assistant
Aaron Weare
Sports Editor
Thirteen years and three assistant coach positions later, Rob Cross has paid his dues. In front
of a packed Murray Room in the Regional Special
Events Center Monday, Cross was named the
Murray State women's basketball head coach.
"What we needed to do to was provide some
stability, some continuity, and hire somebody
who really didn't miss a beat," Murray State Athletic Director Allen Ward said Monday. "The
more I thought about that ... there's just one name
that kept popping up in my mind and that was
Rob Cross. There is nobody who is more loyal,
who loves this University and loves this program
more than Rob Cross."
Loyalty has been Cross' motive as an assistant
under the last three Racer head coaches. A Murray State graduate, Cross returned to the University ftrst as an assistant under former Head
Coach Eddie Fields.
"I'd like to thank Eddie Fields for hiring me 13
years ago," Cross said. "He told me we had a lot
of work to do; I just didn't realize it would take
quite as long as it did to get the program as successful as this University deserves it to be,"
Cross said.
In 2003, Murray State hired Joi Felton. As it
would happen, Felton saw something in Cross
and kept him on her staff.

"I've got to thank Joi Felton for deciding to
keep me on staff," Cross said. "Very rarely does
it happen in collegiate coaching at the Division I
level where an assistant gets to stay with the program through one coaching change."
Of the players Cross has recruited, 23 have
earned All-Ohio Valley Conference awards at
Murray State, including the last two OVC Players
of the Year - Joi Scott and Ashley Hayes.
With stats like his, it's not hard to sec why
Cross was a bead coaching candidate before Jody
Adams came in last season.
"1 was lucky enough when Jody Adams was
hired, through the support of the community, the
administration and the student-athletes, that she
decided to offer me a job to stay on staff," Cross
said. "I had a decision to make: do 1 go take a
head coaching opportunity at another university,
or do I stay here and finish the job that l came
here to do when I first came back tt> Murray?"
Cross' recruits are among the best in the Racer
record books. In addition to Scott and Hayes,
Cross helped bring in this season's OVC tournament Most Valuable Player, Amber Guffey. Cross
also recruited Stacy Holmes, t.hc only women's
Racer to be drafted in a U.S. pro basketball
league.
The current Racer squad seemed pleased with
Cross' promotion.
"I'm very proud of him," Hayes said. "I knew
the second time around, I knew he'd get (the

head coach position). I don't think he'll have a
hard transition. Like he said, he's done things as
an assistant that head coaches do before ... now
everything is just going to go through him."
After replacing Adams, who departed last
week for Wichita State, Cross must fmd an entire
new assistant coaching staff.
"We'll conduct a search for assistants starting
right away," Cross said. "I've been in contact
with a few different people. I would hope to
bring back a former student athlete that played
for me while I was here. Other than that. we'll
have to take it as it comes."
In addition to finding a new staff, Cross will
have to work to keep his recruiting class intact,
with signees Rachacl Isom, Jana Roney and Mallory Schwab. The Racers will have to replace
out-going seniors Shaleea Petty, Alaina Lee:
·::
Angela Brown and Gerraca Mathews.
"I actually spoke with two of the three signees,
Rachael and Jana, and I'll obviously maintain
contact with them through the whole process,"
Cross said.
'They're very excited and happy," Cross said.
"I tried to speak with our other young lady, but I
don't know why her teachers wouldn't let her
talk on her cell phone in class," Cross joked. • •
"I spoke to her father and 1 feel good about
that. We've still got some recruiting to do." ' •
Aaron Weare can be reached
aa.ron.weare@murraystate.cdu.
• •
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TV Events

Murray State Events

Friday: CBS @ 5:07 p.m.
College Basketball
Kansas@ North Carolina

Sun.: Fox @ 3:55 p.m.

Sat.: Men's Tennis @ 10 a.m.

Sat.: Rowing @ TBA

MLB
New York (N)@ Atlanta

Purcell Courts
Murray St. vs. Samford

Oak Ridge, Tenn.
John Hunter Regatta

Friday: CBS @ 7:47 p.m.
College Basketball
UCLA @ Memphis

Mon.: ESPN2 @ 7:05 p.m.
MLB
Chicago (A) @ Detroit

Sat.: Women's Tennis @ 9 a.m.

Sun.: Baseball @ noon

Purcell Courts
Murray St. vs. Jacksonville St.

Cap e Girardeau, Mo.
Murray State vs. Southeast Missouri
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Record-setting
Final Four
offers top
competition
The NCAA Final Four weekend is upon
us. The weekly festivities of slam-dunking
fake practices arc here, as are the dozens
(and dozens) of interviews. And this year,
unlike any year of the past, the selection
committee got it pretty close to right, as all
fou·r No. 1 seeds made it out of their
respective regional
to the Final Four in
San Antonio, Texas.
First, I quickly
want to address the
people who say this
year's Final Four
will
be
boring
because of the four
No; l's. You're
wrong, the year
George Mason got
to the Final Four,
tho :TV ratings were
the lowest ever.
Aaron
Underdogs
arc
overrated. J want to
Weare
sec the best basketSports Editor
ball games possible
with the four best teams in the land playing and this year we're going to get it.
With that :mid, let's dive into these
amazing match-ups with these four top
teams.
North Carolina is the best team in the I
country, as much as it pains me to say it, 1
with the best player left in the country in 1
junior Tyler Hansbrough. Aside from the ,
sickening sound of commentators fighting f
over each other to kiss this guy's feet, you
can't fault his game. He plays harder than
everyone else; it really is just that easy.
With sophomore Ty Lawson getting
back to form, the Tar Heels have one of
ttic fastest players with a ball in his hands
I've seen. Look at the second half against
Louisville; the Heels made an incredible
Cardinal team look pedestrian. These guys
are playing like the overall No. I seed they
received before the tournament.
Kansas is as hot as anyone going back to
the end of February. Its last loss came ll
games ago. The Jayhawks finally got Head
Coach Bill Self over the hump and title of
best coach never to· reach a Final Four.
Junior Brandon Rush leads four players
scoring in double-digits with 13.1 points
per game. Until the game with Davidson in
the Elite Eight, the Jayhawks won each of
their first three tournament games by 15
points or more. They're an athletic team
who can beat you in many ways.
The game between the Tar Heels and
Jayhawks could have easily been a championship preview but that's how the bracket worked out. I've got to stick to my
bracket which I filled out before the tournament and pick the Tar Heels, 79-75.
On the other side of the bracket, the
sexy pick expected to be the No. J seed to
fall was Memphis. The Tigers silenced the
naysayers who said they couldn't do it
because of free throw shooting. In their
Elite Eight match-up, the Tigers shot 30-36
from the charity stripe, averaging 83.3 percent. If these guys can hit their free
· throws, they're scary good. They are long
and athletic and that's how they stifled
Texas in the Elite Eight.
UCLA comes into the Final Four as the
least attractive team, if only because of the
way the other three teams have been winning. The Bruins arc the only team to go to
the Final Four the last three years. There's
n'o Florida this year to get in the Bruins'
way. Freshman Kevin Love is a great college basketball player with 17.6 points and
10.7 rebounds per game. They play
defense and this team bas done this
before. Other than Love, their other
starters know what this atmosphere provides.
Again, I have to go with my pre-tournament bracket and pick the Bruins. Hey, it
helps my ego when l have a good bracket,
I 'Won't lie to you. The Bruins are a bigger
team; I think they can handle the length
and size of Memphis. The Tiger guards
will give the Bruins some problems. but if
UCLA stays out of foul trouble, they win

I

'Breds
win2
against
Bruins
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
The Murray State Thor·
oughbreds continued their
winning ways Wednesday
by spll,tting a double~head
er with Belmont University.
Senior Andrew Cella
pinch-hit in the ninth and
delivered a walk-off single
to win the first game for the
'Breds 2-1. In the second
game. the 'Breds mustered
a four-run sixth inning to
defeat the Bruins 7-4.
"I hope this gives us a little confidence." Head
Coach Rob McDonald said.
"Baseball's a game of ups
and downs a little bit nnd I
hope it gives us confidence
individually and collective·
ly."
In the second game,
sophomore Kyle Tiernan
started the sixth inning
rally with the 'Breds down
4-3. Tiernan doubled to left
field and was followed by
pitch-hitting junior Chris
Craycraft, who singled
between the second baseman and the shortstop to
score Tiernan.
Freshman
sensation
Elliot Frey hit an RBI double that scored Craycraft.
Frey went on to score on a
triple by sophomore desig~
nated hitter Wes Cunning~
ham. Th!.! DH would complete his trip around the
bases when he scored on a
balk during the next at-bat.
Junior left-bander Anthony Stacy received his first
win of the season. Sophomore Jake Donze pitched

Freshman left fielder Elliot Frey puts the ballin play. The 'Breds won both Qames of a doubleheader Wednesday against Belmont.
two innings giving up only
one hit and no runs.
Sophomore Marc Harmon got the start pitching
four innings. giving up
thrcl' hits and one run.
Donze came in to pitch for
Harmon and threw one
inning. Donze gave up
three runs on three hits.
"We had some balls
bounce our way," McDonald said. "We had a lot of
opportunities early and we
didn't cnsh in on some situational hitting that we work
real hard on and trr to
pride ourselves on.
"We didn't do a very
good job early and left
some un base. Then toward
the end. we came through
with some hits and were
able to get enough to beat

Kyle Rogers
Staff writer

1

1

Aaron Weare is the Sports Editor for the
Murray State News. Aaron can be reached
at aaron. wcare@murraystate.edu.
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Sophomore Andrea Downer tees off In amatch.

Lutheran
Church

(.270) 753-6712

always good to get those
wins when you really have
to fight for them. Andrew
Cella came in to pinch-bit
in the last inning and got a
single to score the winning
run, so it was good to see a
senior come through."
By the end of the afternoon. Murray State was 1011, one game below .500.
Senior Mike Perconte got
the start, pitching three
innings and giving up two
runs on three hits.
Sophomore Brad Rowland came in for Perconte
and pitched four innings.
Rowlaml gave up one run
on one hit. The game was
wrapped up hy sophomore
Matt McGaha who pitched
two innings. and gave up no
runs and no hits.

"It makes you feel pretty•
good when you win both
games of the double-header
on
pinch-hil
performances," McDonald said.
"It makes yo'u feel good
when guys come in as sub·
stitutcs and do what they're
supposed to do."
Next up. Murray State
will travel to take on South·
east Missouri in Cape •
Girardeau, Mo. The R!.!dhawks are 9-9, after an 8·7
loss to Evansville.
··we know they're top of'
the league, they usually
are,"
McDonald said.
"They' re a good club. a
~ood program that we
respect and we'll have to be
ready to go."
Kyle Rogers can be rmcht.'Ci at

J.ylt.•.rogcrs@mLIIT.Ir.;t•ltc.L'Clu

The Murray State women's golf
team traveled to Carbondale, Ill.,
last weekend to participate in the
Saluki Invitational hosted by
Southern Ulinois University. The
Racers had an overall score of 6U
and took home a sixth-place finish, one week after their impressive win at the Shamrock Intercollegiate in Rock Hill, S.C.
The hosting Salukis finished on
top with an overall score of 584.
Southern Illinois was followed by
fellow Missouri Valley Conference counter parts lllinois State
and Bradley University. Drake
University and Northern Iowa
rounded out the top five at the
5,846 yard par-70 Crab Orchard
Golf Course course.
"I thought it was a goqd tourna·
ment overall," Head Coach Velvet Milkman said. "We played
well the first day and I thought
we played OK the second day. A
tournament like this made us better as a team."
The Racers finished ahend of
Indiana State, Creighton and
Ohio Valley Conference foes
Eastern Kentucky and Eastern
Illinois.
Murray State will face these
two conference foes two weeks
before the OVC Championships

to be held in Florence, Ala., today.
"It was a good measure for us
(to play against the OVC
schools)," Milkman said. "lt was
good to be ahead of both Eastern
squads. It's good to see we can do
well against OVC schools."
Sophomore Andrea Downer
led Murray State with a collective score of 152, which tied her
for 16th place. Downer shot a 74
in the first round and a 78 in the
:;econd round at the Saluki Invitational. Fellow Racer sophomores
Joyce Trus, Megan McKinney,
and Caroline Lagerborg each shot
a 155 , which put them in a tic for
24th place.
"Downer played well, she was
our high finisher." Milkman said.
"1 thought all of our players
plnycd well. we just didn't win
lhis one. Our goal is always."
Taking the course for the Racers was Downer, Trus. McKinney, I.agcrborg, junior Bethany
Yates and sophomore Kaysin
Hutching.
Yates shot a 75 in her first
round, followed by 83 in the second round for a combined score
of 158.
Yates ended the tournament in
36th place. Calloway County
native Hutchins scored a 96 and
93 for a combined score of 189
and finished 76th.
Next up, the Racers will travel

to Tuscaloosa, Ala., to compete in
the Alabam:~ Invitational. The
tournament will run today until
Sunday and is being held at the
01' Colony Golf Complex. Golf
Digest named the 01' Colony Golf
Complex one of the top five best
new public courses in america in
2001.
''I'm really excited about this
weekend," Milkman said. "Everything thing we do is wurking
toward the OVC championships.
We're looking forward to the
tough competition th;lt we're
going to sec."
The 2008 Ohio Valley Conference Championships will also be
held in Alabama. This time the
Racers will travel to the dty of
Florence. to compete at The
Shoals on the Robert Trent Jones
Golf Trail.
The Shoals boasts 8,092 yards
and was the first trail course to
break 8.000 yards in the country.
Murray State finished second
in last yt>ar's OVC championships
behind Jacksonville State.
The Racers have won the
championship six times in a nineyear span. Murray State's last
championship came in 2004 at
the Paducah Country Club where
the Racers dcfcau.•d Tcnnl'Ssee
Tech by 14 strokes.

Kyle Rogers can be rCill.."ht•d at
k)'lc.rogcrs@murraystatc.cdu.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

Rev. Dr. Chad Foster
Church Website

them."
In the first game, junior
Brooks Thornton k·d Mur·
ray State at the plate, going
3-4, scoring two runs and
batted in two other runs
including an inside-thepark.
All of the 'Breds' runs
were either scored or batted in by Thornton.
While Thornton led
Murray State. it was Cella
who was the hero. Cella's
walk-off single gave Murray State its ninth win of
the season. At that point,
the 'Breds were halfway w
their total number of wins
from last season.
"We had pretty good
pitching." McDonald said.
"We did just enough offensively to get the win. It's

Women's golf takes 6th in Carbondale Invitational

68~61.

If the finals work out this way, I again go
with the bracket and the Bruins, 71-66.
Defense wins championships.
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Sunday at 9 p.m.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext . 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon

1 p .m. - 5 p.m.
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Seasons and:. water depth
determine
fish levels

Racer tennis rebounds after road trip
Aaron W eare
Sports Editor
The Murray State women's tennis team took its
fifth Ohio Valley Conference victory Tuesday in a
hard-fought match against
one of the team's rivals,
Tennessee-Martin, 4-3.
"There's such an intense
rivalry between UT-Martin
and Murray State that this
is an awesome victory,''
Head
Coach
Connie
Keasling said. "They've
beaten us on our home
court, so this is a great day
and rm excited and happy
for the players. This is one
that I'll really cherish."
The Racers (11-4 overall,
S-1 OVC) led off winning
the doubles point. Sophomore Lynsey Bochenek and
freshman Katelyn Fulcher
quickly won No. 3 doubles

8-2.

l

Th~ Skyhawks came back
to wm No. 2 doubles 8-4,
setting up No.1 doubles to
decide the match. Sophomore Angela McGahee and
junior Anne Pennington
avenged their first doubles
loss of the season against
Eastern Kentucky Saturday,
as they clinched Tuesday's
doubles point 8-6.
The Skyhawks tied the
score up with a win at No.1
singles, but the Racers
came back. Senior Adriana
Alvarez won at No. 6 singles 6-1, 6-1 and freshman
Alexis Webb won No. 4 singles 6-1, 6-2 to give the Racers a 3-1 lead.
The Skyhawks won No. 2
singles to come back to 3-2.
Sophomore
Lyndsay
Ottosen clinched the win
for the team with her victory at No.5 singles, 6-4, 6-3.
"After a tough weekend,
it was really nice," Keasling
said.
"We won today because
of the tough weekend at
Eastern Kentucky. For
them to come out Tuesday
with that type of competitiveness was exciting,"
That tough weekend was
the team's trip to the eastern half of the state, where
the Racers took on Morehead State and Eastern
Kentucky.

Kri~ten Miller/The

News

Sophomore Lynsey Bochenek sets to return a shot In Tuesday's Racer victory against Tennessee-Martin.
Against Morehead State,
the Racers earned their
fourlb consecutive OVC
win, 6-1.
The Racers scored their
first loss of the conference
season against Eastern Kentucky SaturJay, also by a 6J score.

The Racers will take on
Tacksonville State and Samford Saturday and Sunday
respectively. The Bulldogs
were picked to finish first
in the OVC pre-season
rankings and Keasling said
she anticipates a tough
matchup.

''Samford is picked No. l
in
the
conference,"
Keasling said.
"They're a good team and
they're well coached. It will
be a fun match. I challenged
the players to go play Samford and take winning and
losing out of the match.

You can just go out and
play. Hopefully, that will
help us move to the next
level."
The Murray State men's
tennis team's weekend was
less fortunate, as it fell to
both Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky.
March 25, the Racers lost
to Morehead State 7-0.
Senior Hunter Gerlach fell
6-2, 6-0 in No. l singles. and
seniors Nichol Ksiezopolski and Chris Horton fell 6-2,
6-4. The Eagles won the
match with a 6-3, 6-3 win at
No. 4 singles.
"It was a tough weekend," Men's Head Coach
Mel Purcell said. "It's
always tough when you
have to go up there and
play Morehead State. We
had a tough time beating
them here at home last
year, so I knew we were
going to have a tough
match. When we played
them indoors at their place,
they jumped on us early.
"Our doubles played
well. That was the one
good thing, because that
carried us into the next day,
where we won the doubles
point against Eastern Kentucky."
Tbe Racers fell to Eastern Kentucky, 5-2, but took
an early lead with the doubles point.
Gerlach and Hunter won
No. 1 doubles 8-6 and
senior Yuri Pompeu and
Ksiezopolski won No. 2
doubles 8-4.
The other victory was
from Horton, the only
Racer to earn two victories
for the day.
"We had chances to wih,"
Purcell said. "Chris Horton
won at three singles and we
had a chance to win at five
and six.
"But playing well at Eastern gives us a tittle opportunity to come home and
play Jacksonville State and
Samford.
"l'm really happy with
our doubles play that's the
only chance we're going to
have a chance to qualify to
play conference lf our doubles play keeps it up."
Aaron Wc:weom bereadledat
aaronwmn:@munayst;.ltecdu

Racers battle field and weather to
take 6th at Branson Invitational
Alison Mugler
Staff writer
The Murray State men's
golf team had a difficult
time withstanding the less
than
accommodating
weather conditions Monday and Tuesday at the
Branson Creek Invitational in Branson, Mo.
The Racers earned fifth
place out of 12 teams. with
a total score of 596.
The first round on
Monday was cut to just 18
holes because of weather,
while the remaining 18
holes were shot Tuesday.
Head Coach Eddie
Hunt said the weather
was unfavorable and the
men did not play up to
their potential.
"The weather was very
windy and cold. It's not a
very good combination on
the golf course," Hunt
said. "But then again,
everyone plays in the
same conditions, so there
was not an excuse there."
The men were in good
shape after fmishlng the
frrst round at No. 3 with
an overall score of 282.
The second round was
not as successful, with the

men going up 12 strokes
from the previous round.
"It's hard when you go
up that many strokes from
thl: first to the second
round," Hunt said.
"l like to always see us
improve if we can, or at
least stay pretty close to
the way Wt:! shot the flrst
round. We just didn't play
well. It was one of those
tournaments where we
didn't play like we know
how."
Freshman
Cameron
Carrico took lOth overall
and shot the best Racer
score with rounds of 70
and a 77 for a total of 147.
Following close behind
was sophomore Jared
Wolfe. who placed No. 13
overall with scores of 7l
and 77 for a total ofl48.
Senior Jerry Price and
sophomore Nick Newcomb finished at No. 22
and 37 with scores of 149
and 152, respectively.
The Racers competed
against
many strong
teams from the Missouri
Valley. who Hunt said
might have had the advantage because its teams
often compete in these
weather condinons.

"We played a Lot of
teams that we don't see a
lot, who might be used to
these conditions a little
more than we are," Hunt
said." ... I thought we were
going to play a lot better
than we did. We just
couldn't do it this week."
The Racers will host
the Murray State Spring
Invitational Monday and
Tuesday in Dickson.
Tenn. The tournament
will take place at the
Greystone Golf Course,
and a number of Ohio
Valley
Conference
schools will attend the
tournament to continue in
preparation for the conference rournament at the
end of the season.
"It's a great golf course
and it's close by for a lot
of
the
conference
schools," Hunt said.
"We won the tournament last year and had an
athlete win in the individual competition, and I
think we're pretty familiar
with the course as well. It
should be a good tournament for us."

1

Flipping and pitching flooded bushes
with a jig or worm is my favorite style of
fishing. I love it when I place my jig in the .
center of a bush or logjam and feel the dis-.
tinctive tap-tap as a fish inhales my b:tit. .
As I rear back to set the hook, the scene .
goes from peaceful and even tranquil t<? ~ .
frantic confl'ontation between man and .
fu~

0

Water bubbles as
the fish tries to
muscle itself away
from the boat,
branches break as it
tries to burrow
back into the thick
jungle of logs. The
muscle match isn't
settled until the fish
breaks your line
and your heart by
swimming
away
freely or until it is
next to the boat in
the landing net.
The best time of
Steve
year to encounter
Miller
this power style of Outdoor columnist ,
fishing is spring
and when the water is high.
.
Of all the factors that determine a flsq's
Location in a Jake, none may be more
important to consider than water level.
The water level, high or low, will influence the other environmental factors li~e.
water temperature, current, water clarity
and food sources.
- ·
Our region has been pounded with rain
the past few weeks and K.entucky Lake
has been two to four feet over the summer
poollevel.
High and muddy water can put fear into
an angler's soul. The concentration of fisb
is scattered as habitat becomes flooded.
The water color is muddy to stained from
runoff and rainwater. But with a few
changes in tactics, high water can be
viewed as a golden opportunity instead of
a disaster.
When a lake rises dramatically, it inundates acres and acres of cover £hat's
absolutely brimming with feeding potential for bass. Vegetation, including grass
and bushes, becomes covered with water,
Bluegill pack into the newly-flooded sha,l~ ,
lows to feast on worms and insects, and
bass are right behind them.
. •:
Since newly-risen water is often murl~y ,
to downright muddy, fish the flooded
shallows with big, noisy lures with whic;h '
you can cover expanses of water fai:dy
quickly. A single Colorado blade spinner.
bait is one of the best shallow muddy ,
water lures. The pulses it emits can be felt
and heard by the bass and reduces the
need for it to be seen.
The fish in shallow water will be active.
The shallow and muddy water warms
faster than deep and clear water. This will
attract baitfish and they will attract prespawn fish looking to feed before laying ·
their eggs. Active fish means crankbait~. ·
sp,innerbaits, rattletraps and jigs will be •
the best lure choices.
.
There will be no shortage of cover on ·
the flooded banks. Expect fish to positiol)
themselves close to wood, vegetation :vtd
brush where they can ambush baitfi.sh.
Run your lures as close as possible to logs •
or even better, bump your lure into ~h~ .
cover and let them deflect to provoke -a.
strike.lfusing subtler lures like plastics or .
jigs, you'll often need to illp you lure right ,
on the fish's head to get bit.
·
Your fishing line is very important in.
these situations. The flooded cover can be
hazardous to your line. A 17-20 pound
monofilament is essential. Choose one·
that is low stretch with high abrasion
resistance such as Trilene-XT or Berkeley
Big Game. Low stretch is mandatory. to
ensure a solid hook and keep the fish from ,'
retreating back to the cover once hooked. •
Fishing flooded brush and timber for,
largemouth is one of the most exciting
and rewarding ways to catch bass. Take,
advantage of the opportunity wherever
you fmd it. Strikes can be vicious and yoo
will never see them coming.
,,

..

photo courtesy of Murray State Athletics

Alison Mugler can be
at
aliso11mug/ez@murraysmte.e
reached

Freshman Cameron Carrico fires ashot. He took 10th place last weekend.

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist for
rhe MwTay State News. Steve can be reached
at steven.millez@murraysta.te.edu.
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House "jor Ylent
1628 Jarmer
near campus and University rJarber shop
3 ljDn}Vl, 11jath , 1 Study

I

A Reller AAA mini Slorage

308 S. 12th St. • (270)759-2500 :

All sizes to fit your needs

(will leas e to 1-3 students)

Security Lights • Easy Access•low monthly rate

$525 per month wl deposit
new carpet and nice hard wood floors
C:all 'tom Winchester for a showing

Office: 119 mainstreet, 753-8359, if no answe
call 759-9854 storage located on Duigood
Drive by Froggy Radio Station
Discount for students during summer months!

~31-6Lt2-1231

"'

Eyecare Specialties -~

t

<

ca-

• Laser vision surgery consullations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

MSU Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPI'OMETRIST
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sports

Each week. The News will pick some of the top plays In Racer athletics. To submit a play to be considered for Hot Shots, contact
Aaron Weare at aaron.wearefmurraystate.edu

File photo

Junior sec·
ond baseman
Brooks
Thornton led
the 'Breds to
a double·
header victory against
Belmont
Wednesday.
Thornton hit
five for eloht
hitting In the
two games,
with a home
rOn. He also
!:ove in four
"tlihs. The
'Breds won
the first
· game 4·3 and
-tile scecond
oame7·4.

Junior Rebekah Clay plays the ball in a fall oame.

photo w urte-; y murra)' state athletics

Senior thrower Eml
Yamamuro (above) and
freshmanKatelyn Jones
(right) took home the
Ohio Valley Conference
Field and Track Athlete
of the Week awards,
respectively. Yamamuro
placed first In the
javelin throw with a toss
of 45.71 meters. Jones
broke the school record
In the 3,000 meter
steeplechase, with a
winnino time of 10:59.14,
the fifth record Jones
has broken this season.

..

four of five to
I win tournament
I

State women's soccer wrapped
I upMurray
its traveling portion of the spring

I
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.:Light the Way to a Cure!
Relay For Life
Luminaria Ceremony

I Soccer team takes

Elaine KightfThe NI.'IVS

Graduatlno senior ouard
Shaleea Petty received
the Margaret Simmons
female Athlete of the
Year Award for 2007·
2008. Petty led the Ohio
Valley Conference with
2.65 steals and an assist·
to-turnover of 2.35 per
oame. The award was
named for the former
track and field coach,
Margaret Simmons.

training season with a victory in the West·
ern Kentucky Kicks for Cancer Tourna·
ment in Bowling Green, Ky., Saturday.
The Racers took four of five matches in
the' tournament. Western Kentucky.
Southeast Missouri, Evansville, Centre
College and Spalding College also playel:i
in the tournament.
The Racers beat Evansville 5·4 in the
finals of the tournament with freshman
Katie Wilson netting a hat trick in the
game. For her efforts Wilson was named
the offensive MVP for the tournament, as
was sophomore Audrey Wilson for the
defensive MVP.
"Audrey Wilson played really great,"
teammate Melisa Curry said. "Katie Wil·
son stepped up in our last game. They
both played really well."
The Racers won another game against
Evansville earlier in the day, 1·0. Murray
State beat Western Kentucky, after battling to a 1-1 tie during sudden-death.
Junior Rebekah Clay scored a penality
kick. while sophomore Tara Isbell stopped
a kick to clinch the win. The Racers also
beat Spalding 8-0.
"We didn't play as well the first few
games," Curry said. "We're still trying to
gel as a team. In the semi-finals and finals
we played well; we played the game we
know we can play. But it's good to end the
~Jpring with competitive games. because
we'll be ready to pick up where we left off
in the fall."

Aaron Weare can be reached at
aaron. wearc@murraystate.edu.

CAB Elections
Applications due NOON, Monday,
April 28 in the SGA office.
Interviews on Tuesday, April 29

Fri., May 2, 2008 10 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium
Luminaria Order Form

$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria

•
:
i

Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle wit
~ancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Memorial luminaria are a
symbol of HOPE for future cancer patients. Survivors'luminaria arc a symbol of HOPE ft
their today and many tomorrows. Each luminaria will be personalized with the name of th
person being remembered or honored. The luminaria will line the track and be lit for the
Luminaria Ceremony at 10 p.m. on May 2. Please join us event!
I

~

CJ

.
.

In Honor of

or

0

In Memory of

Please! use one fonn per person.

. Name______________________________________________________
Please print clearly

Your Name

--------------------------------------------------Daytime Phone_ _______
Total number of luminaria bags for this person ___

0

Cash

0

Check made payable to American Cancer Society

Read name dunng luminaria ceremony at Relay or

No acknowledgment necessary
Send acknowledgment card to

t:l

Not necessary to read name during cercmon

or

City/State/Zip-------------- - ---- - ---- ----------------- - - - -

..

Relay For Life, P. 0. Box 1553, Murray, KY 42071
I

~:

Positions Available:
Homecoming/ Murray Madness
Innovative Acts·
concerts
Multicultural Awareness (2 Positions)
Production/ Sound & Lights
Miss MSU Pageant
Lectures
Membership
Showcasing
Publicity (3 Positions)
Commuter/ Non-Traditional
Sponsored by CAB

Please mail Luminaria Order Form nod donation to

or retum to the sponsor below. For more luminaria information. contact Carol Sims (270) 753-157

. ,,•

CA4/PUSACT/WT/.£SBOARD

CANCER SURVIVORS:
To pick up a shirt at Relay. you must register by April p;t. Call Melissa at (270) 227-3308.
You can sign up for the Cancer Survivor Victory Lap
at Stewart Stadium after 3 p.m. on Fri., May 2.
Luminaria sponsored by:

Senate Chair Positions
Available:
Election Ways/ Means
University Affairs
Publications & Public Relations

(Senate Chair Applications due
NOON Monday, April 28)

,
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Slump has students
sluggish in academia
Ashley Henson
Staff writer

Photo illustr.llion hy Misty

~~ays/The

Shavonne Burnett, sophomore from Murray Is mesmerized by the "spring bug" like many other students.

News

The fact you arc still
peeling from a Spring
Break sunburn doesn't
stop the plethora of
papers and projects from
piling up as the semester
comes to a close.
When the weather gets
warmer, students seem to
fall into a slump as if they
were still on vacation.
Whitney Bush, senior
from Winchester, Ky ..
said many students feel
pressured ·when they
return from the break.
"I feel like everyone is
trying to get all their
assignments in at the last
minute
after
Spring
Break," Bush said. "For
me, I don't think that
there is actually more
work after the break, but I
do know a lot of people
who struggle to stay
focused."'
If you have skipped
more classes than you
have attended in the past
two weeks, chances are
you are in this slump.
With only six weeks of
school remaining, that lingering little taste of sand
and sun could be causing
a drop in class attendance.

ordan to appear in next reading series
~dw.~ds

Ashley
College Ltf~ Ed1tor
Judy fordan bas lived a lot
of life. She has been homeless, living in a green house
and her car, and temporarily
paralyzed. Jordan doesn't let
that get her down; she instead
channels it into her poetry,
and it has paid off.
Jordan. a professor at
Southern
Illinois
University at Carbondale,
will
be
the next
writer to
appear in
The Murray State
Judy Jordan Universi•
ty Read~
Author
ing Series
!1.
at
7:30
l.
~ p.m. Thursday in the Clara M.
.• Eagle Gallery.
: Jordan has two books of
,: poetry: "Carolina Ghost
Woods" and "Sixty Cent Cof~ fee and a Quarter to Dance."
j! She will read selections of her
work during the event.
• "I will read from my first
,; book 'Carolina Ghost Woods.'
: which is full oflyric/ narrative
· poems which look at the
underbelly of life but always
~ with extreme close attention
t to detail .-.nd music ami
~rhythm and beauty of Jan,~ guage," Jordan said via c·moil.
Jordan said she will also
read selections from her third
~ book "Hunger Moon," which
kwill soon be published by the
, Louisiana State University
Press.
' She said "Hunger Moon"
{ covers three years of her life
during which she lived in a

t·

t
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"I can't say What of this day or its lack
.
has caused me to weAry on this floating dock
in the drift of the water'S wrap and wrest
'
With the indifferent SUn, the Seed-heavy SaCk,
tremUlOUS OVer the pineS, spilling its chaff.
Geese lift from the far hill in the last light,
unfurl above alders, dip scrape across the pond,
and I don't know how much longer I can wait
as the wind, smelling of leaf rot and dung,
tugs the evening over this darkening land."
-Judy Jordan
From "A Short Drop ~f Nothing"
semi-collapsed greenhouse
when she was homeless.
"This was during a semi·
homeless stage," Jordan said.
"It was during this time that I
herniated a disc in my back,
which resulted in paralysis
(now surgically corrected),
but also unpayable hospital
bills, though I had health
insurance. The hospital
seized my checking account,
without telling me of course,
so a number of checks
bounced and I ended up going
without anything to eat for a
full 30 days - thus the title.''
Jordan said the inspiration
for her poetry, stems from the
things she obsesses over like
her childhood events, death,
racism, the environment and
the destruction of earth,
among other things.
"On paper, my poems
sound really depressing, but
in truth I think I transcend the
depressing matter with the
beauty of the language, the
use of poetic craft such as
meter, assonance, alliteration.
metaphor and the sheer beau-

ty of rhythm and words," Jordan said.
"Ultimately I'm in love with
the world and the people of
the world and I hope that
when people read or hear my
poetry that comes through
despite the downtrodden subject matter. I hope that when
people hear my poetry, they
hear the craft, the beauty of
the words, the love of the people in my poems. who are
often
wrung
out
and
wretched but are stiU people,
people with souls and their
own dreams and desires."
Jordan said the best advice
she can offer to aspiring writers is to be persistent in the
craft and always continue to
read and write.
"Read, write, read some
more, revise or rewrite and be
willing to throw it all away
and start again," Jordan said.
Jordan said she is honored
to be selected by Murray
State
because
she
is
impressed by several of the
faculty members and the ereative writing program.

t~nk BrianBar~er's

"I
'The
Amepcan Gospels' JS one of
the best fll'st books I've ever
read. so I'~ quite proud to
have had hun ask me to read
at Murray," Jordan said.
Barke~, assistant ~rofessor
of EngliSh and philosophy,
said a committee of creative
writing professors selects the
authors for the series each
year. He said Jordan was
selected because she writes
poetry to which people in this
area can relate.
"She is somewhat of a
Southern poet and she writes
a lot about growing up in the
South," Barker said. "She
writes about t'hc violence of
the South, but it's not a poetry
that despairs, it's a poetry that
ultimately seeks redemption."
Barker said the reading
series highlights Murray State
as a cultural and artistic area.
''One of the benefits of this
series is it benefits the arts in
western Kentucky," Barker
said. "We are giving students
and teachers the chance to
hear from renowned authors
and I think they benefit from
that."
"Carolina Ghost Woods"
won the 1999 Walt Whitman
Award from the Academy of
American Poets, the 2000
National Books Critics Circle
Award, the Utah Book of the
Year Award, the OA Y Award
from the poetry council of
North Carolina and Thomas
Wolfe Literary Award.
She has also completed two
full length plays and is cur·
rently working on a memoir.
The reading is free and
open to the public and will be
followed by a reception.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

Aimee Guelda, senior
from Louisville, Ky., said
for some students, the
work really does pile up,
and some skip classes
after the relaxing week.
"When I got back from
Spring Break, I had three
tests and a paper all due
that next week," Guelda
said. "Honestly, most students are gone this whole
week and don't get back to
Murray until Sunday.
This gives them little or
no time to switch gears
from doing absolutely
nothing to doing school
work again."
Guelda said she thinks
all students sometimes
feel this way.
"I think there may be a
happy medium of students who feel all caught
up when they get back,"
Guelda said. "But for the
most part, freshmen to
seniors fall a little behind
at this time in the year."
Bob Lochte, chair of
journalism and mass communications, said via email the decline in attendance is not directly related to Spring Break.
"There is a decline in
attendance after midterms in the fall semester.
too," Lochte said. "I'm not

sure spring is worse.''
As for the majority of
assignments being due
after the break, Lochte
said there is a reason. · · "Any good class should
be a cumulative learning
experience," Lochte said.
"I expect my students to
know more by the end of
the semester and be able
to prove it. So the assign·
ments and exams at the
end are more comprehen·
sive. Spring semester at
Murray State also ends
earlier than at many other
schools. April really is
crunch time for everybody."
Lack of motivation
seems to play a key role in
the "spring bug" which
causes students to lag
behind. Pressure to get
things done on a deadline
can solve this problem
with limited stress Lodite
said.
"I think students are
just really busy and
stressed by their sched·
ules." Lochte said. "But
stress is not all bad. Wnen
I'm under pressure, I pay
more attention to what
I'm doing."
Ashley Henson can be
reached at ashley.henson
@murraystate.edu.

Wesley Fo~da~ion holds.
non-denommational service
Cody Arant
Staff writer
Yesterday marked the third
successful Skay·nay, a time of
prayer and reflection held in
the Cumberland Room on the
third floor of the Curris Center.
Skay-nay was sparked by an
idea from the Rev. Emily
Burch, associate pastor and
director of college and young
adult ministry at First United
Methodist Church.
"It really rose from a personal desire to bring ministry
to campus," Burch said. "' had
heard of a sort of listening
post program at other schools.
In those programs, a chaplain
would set up a table in the
cafeteria. There would be a
sign reading 'listening post'
and any student or faculty
member who wanted to come
and be heard could drop by
and talk."
The idea behind Skay-nay
stems from the word itself,
which is the phonetic form of
the Greek word - skene meaning tabernacle, Burch
said.
Adapting the listening post
idea, Burch said she decided
to provide a place where students and faculty members of
all faiths could have a place to
slow down in the middle of
the day.
"Anyone can come in and
pray or just reflect," Burch
said. "We have candles and
guitar music. We do provide
copies of the Psalms if a student wants them, but that's
totally voluntary. It's just a
time of quiet, a time to be near
God."
If students wish to speak to

someone, Burch said she js
around to offer her company
or support in the form of
prayer.
•
"I wear a nametag so people
can look around and be Ilk~.
'Oh, there she is, I need to talk
to her,'" Burch said.
The meetings are held a.n
select Thursdays. The nelFt
meeting will be held arou~
noon on Aprill7.
,
Bethany Fisher, freshman
from Hudson, Ill, has class
during the usual meeting time
but she said she says a quick
·
prayer for the meeting.
"I pray that God makes his
presence known there and
that students and faculty can
use the space and really feel
God working there,'' Fisher
said.
Fisher said she encourages
students to make use of tlie
time if they can.
,
"Students should use , tne
space as a time to pray if they
have even a short period of
free time." Fisher said. "Many
times, students are so busy
with classes that they forget
or don't have time to really
spend time with God away
from hectic things in life.
Since it's in the Curris Center,
it's a convenient place for all
people on campus."
Ifyou arc looking for a quiet
place to pray or to just take a
moment and remember to
breathe, check the Cumberland Room. In the immortal
words of Ferris Bueller: "Life
goes by pretty fast. If you
don't stop and look around
once in a while, you could
miss it''
Cody Arant can be reached
at cody.arant@murraystate.
edu.
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fAtES AIDS stigma prevents education
;.£ach week The News will fea·

'

tiqe a different issue that affects
ou; campus, community and ultimdtely our world.

Casey Northcutt
$tt:~ff writer

ll might seem strange, but the
rl!pld growth of a deadly epidemic
may be partially caused by a few
v;~cntions.

: ~'lnce the earlr 1980s, the world
h).·' seen unprecedented growth of

t~e: sexually transmitted, and thus
far:incurable. Human lmmunodeficl~ncy Syndrome and Acquired
lfnxnunodeficiency Syndrome epidemic. The virus has flltered
throughout the continents by several means. including , contact
between sex workers and infected
people traveling abroad, according
to Avcrt.urg.
Ramesh Utharala, graduate student from Miryalaguda, India, currently studies chemistry at Murray
St.tle in hopes of one day finding a
cure for AIDS.
Since 1986, India has struggled
with an AlDS epidemic, which
spread throughout the country.
This was partly <.:Jused, he said, by
ignorance regarding infection.
Many times those in lower economic tiers have little access to health
education.
"One problem is poverty and the
other is illiteracy." Utharala said.
"People are so uneducated with
condoms, so they don't use the
device th:u prevents infections.
Sometimes, they will be scared to
•M

India is the third most affected country
with an estimated 2• 3.6 million people
living with the virus.
go to the medical stores or tht• pharmacy stores.... They will be shy too
buy them."
Despite a few previously recurded casl's, HIV and its fatal advanced
stage, AIDS, truly eml'rged in 1981.
The ,virus kilb the body's T cells,
destroying the immune system and
leaving it d~fcnseless against any
illness. HIVI AIDS can only be
spread through sexual contact,
blood transfusions, cuntaminated
needles, birth and bre:tst milk.
In 2007, studies conducted br the
Joint United Nations Programme
on HIV and AIDS and the National
AIDS Control Organization estimated the numhcr of people living
with HIV in India to be between 2
miUion nnd 3.6 million, deeming it

the t h ;,d n""' "ffcct cd countty
behind St1uth Afric;1 and Nigeria,
according t<J Avcrt.org. These num·
bcrs, however, are must likely inaccurate bcc:mse many go unreported.
Utharab said this is a result of
the stigma associated with the
vinas.
"Till' family will nut receive (the
infected person)," he said. "Everyone keeps him away. They don't
want to talk with him; th<.~y don'l
want to spend any time with him.
So, he hns to spend his whole life
alone until hi<: death."
Children, he said, are more
affected. Parents fc;~r catching the
virus so much that they ahandun
their children, letting them die in
the streets.
The effects of HIV/AJDS extend
far beyond the borders of India.
Tht' United States nnd other coun·
tries ha,·e dealt with it since the
first outbreaks in the 1980s.
At·cording to Avcrtorg..H.2 mil·
lion people around the world live
with HIVI AIDS. and 2.5 million
were infected in 2007 alone. Since
1981.25 million have died. leaving 12
milliun AIDS mphans behind.
Megan Parks. senior from Symso·
nia, Ky .. is the president of the Murr<1y State chapter uf Amnesty lntNnatil)nal. She said th{~ organi7.ation
works to raise HIVI AIDS awareness un ce~tnpus. especially since
the issue is often avoided.
"It's a tragt>dy because it is probably the m(lst preventable epidemic
we've ever faced," she said. "With
proper education, with detection

catch ;ng the v;'"'· ( II!V) could
never reach full-blown AIDS, and
once it's at AIDS, of course, it's
incurable."
. Many people, she said, think
because the countries with the most
cas~~ are located in ' Africa,
HIVI AIDS is a foreign problem,
and they become negligent with
th~ir safety and sexual practices.
While Sub-Saharan Africa does lead
in case statistics according to Globalhealthreporting.org, Parks said
AIDS is present in other parts of the
world and was thl' second-leading
cause of death in the Caribbean last
year.
Every y~ar, she said Amnesty
International hosts several events
to raise awareness of global
HIVI AIDS issues. On Dec. 1, the
gnlup participates in World AIDS
Day, setting up an informational
hooth in the Curris Center, wearing
red in support of the cause and
reading statistics to students for the
duration of the week. Last year, it
teamed up with Project Red, an
organization that designs various
products ;md then gives proceeds
to thl' distribution of antiviral medication in Africa.
The most immediate way for students to get involved. Parks said, is
to be informed.
"Just your awareness of a nation
and its instability and its needs,"
she said, "can help on every level of
a nation from economy to human
rights to the health needs of the
people."
Casey Northcutt can be reached at
casey.northcutt@murraystate.edu.

Miss MSU to be na1ned Saturday
Staff report
Fifteen women will line
up in long. shimmering furmal dresses. with great big
smiles and crossed fingers
• ln hopes of being crowned
the next Miss Murray State
Saturday.
Linda Dihn. sophomore
from Murray and coordina~
tor of this year's Miss MSU,
File photo
Pageant hosted by the Stulauren Wilson, senior from Benton, Ky., won the dent Government Association and the Campus Activcrown last year.

ities Board. said tllis year's
theme is ..A Night on the
Sea/'
"This year's program is
kinda leading toward a fun
vibe,·· Dihn said.
Dihn said this year's l'tmtcstants will wear yacht
dub attire fl}r the opening
number inste<~d of the black
drec;se · that are usually
seen.
Contestants arc judged
on their personal interviews, which will take place

that morning, the opening
number and evening gown
portion of the pageant.
The top five will also
draw a question. which
they have to answer on
sta~w for the judges.
The winner will receive
an $850 scholarship, .a
crown, plaque and sash.
"The girls are really competing for a scholarship,"
Dihn said.
Dihn said each organization is allowed to nominate

I 24/7 Festival
~ brings condens~dtalent together
'..•

Staff report

Rock climbers tackle Mount Everest, ~
swimmers plunge into the English Chan-··
nel and writers, directors and actors sign
up for the 2417 Festival when trill seeking. "
Tonight begins the second annual Sock
and Buskin 24/7 Festival, an event in .
which several theatrical processes including writing, directing and acting are sped~
1
up and condensed into 24 hours.
"1
Derek Owen, senior from Tiline, Ky., •
oversees this event as Sock and Buskin's .,
studio chair. Between 9 and 10 p.m., he .I
said a handful of writers will gather in the ,
Actors' Studio Theater in Wilson Hall to ,:
condense seven short plays.
.,
"It's a fun night," he said. "It's some- .,
thing that's very unique that you don't get~
to do just every year.... I guess it's a great :
experience, especially because if you, .
write and act in them, you're tired and you 1
get sleep·happy, and it just makes it that ,·
more fun because everyone has these sto- ...
ries from the night before about writing ~
and drinking eight cups of coffee."
,
After the scripts are ready, casting will ·.
begin around 10 a.m. on Saturday and;,
rehearsals will follow until the audience ~
arrives that evening. The result is a com- ,
pilation of many immense but sleep-;.
deprived talents.
,
"Every one of them last year were'.
comedies," Owen said. "Everyone I talked ·.
to that came last year just loved it and
wished that we would continue to do
more stuff like that."
Performances begin at 7 p.m. Saturday!
and last for approximately an hour. Any-:
one interested can purchase tickets at the'
door for $2.

up to four women to inter·
view for the event. She said
this year about 60 women
interviewed.
Participants cannot be
married and must be
enrolled as a full-time
senior next year. They
must also maintain a GPA
above a 2.5.
"Miss MSU should be a
very well-rounded and
well-liked person," Dihn
said. "She should exemplify all a.pects..dult Murray
State University has to
offer. She should be looked
up to by her fellow students."

Doors open at 6:30 p.m.
and the show starts at 7:30 ~
p.m. Tickets arc available at
the door.
General admission costs
$5, $3 for students with
their Racercards and kids ~
under U are free.
L
The 2008 contestant are: Kacie Rector, Bee Feldhaus, .
Kara Mantooth. Rachel ·
Meyer, Kirby O'Donoghue,
Amber Anderson, Cara
McHugh. Jayroe Kahne, ,
'Rebbie Umonda. .Ashley ·
Kincaid,.Laura Smith, Laura;.
Youngblood, Becky Paskievich, MaUory Dickerson
and Sarah Farmer.
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Panic at the Disco returns with
peppy, upbeat sophomore album
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer
Before I can begin to
address the content of Panic
at the Disco's latest release,
''Pretty. Odd.," I must ask fans
everywhere to take a moment
to lament the loss of fallen
punctuation mark.
The band, once known as
Panic! at the Disco, has
dropped the exclamation
point loved by fans and
despised by copy editors. The
band, however, reassures fans
the Panic sound won't disappear simply because of a
exclamation
s laughtered
point.
"You don't have to worry
'cause we're still the same
band," Panic sings on its
opening track, ..We're So
Starving." The song, which
barely exceeds a minute, is a
bouncy,
happy
number
explaining the band's absence
from the spotlight. ..We're so
sorry we've been gone - we
were busy writing songs for
you!"
Panic's debut release, "A

a

Fever You Can't Sweat Out,"
seems depressing in comparison to "Pretty. Odd.~
The new album is peppy
and happy. keeping the
unique circus-themed feel
that comes with each track.
"Nine in the Afternoon" is
upbeat and non.sensical. I
hadn't heard the .t rack on the
radio or MTV yet, so listening
to it flawlessly transition
from "We're So Starving" to
the band's first single was a
more pleasant and rewarding
experience.
Some albums you simply
must listen to in order from
start to finish. A storytellingtype album, it is no surprise
Panic wr ote "Pretty. Odd."
from scratch.
Listening to their sophomore effort is like opening a
book of Grimm's fairytales or
Aesop's fables, instantly
transporting you into a world
of magic and ' adventure.
There's whistling and birds
and references to "Alice in
Wonderland," "The Wizard
of Oz" and a number of other
classics if you listen carefully

enough, l'm sure.
It is disappointing that
some people simply consider
Panic a knock-off Fall Out
Boy or write them off as simply another emo band. Panic
has proved, despite its
wardrobe and image, it is a
band worthy of longevit)' and
originality.
"I Have Friends in Holy
Spaces" brings an image to
my head of black and white
movies, scratches on the film
as pictures of musicians
dance happily on the screen.
Horns accompany Jow·quali·
ty vocals and an acoustic guitar in a track that sounds so
simple it must have been the
most expensive to record.
It's like how the jeans with
the holes and bleach stains
always cost the most.
I'm wary of comparing the
album to the work of the Beatles, but it is obvious the
album was influenced by '60s
rock. Maybe the fact that the
band recorded strings and
mixed the album at Abbey
Road Studios has fashioned
this comparison in my mind.

Whatever it is, fans of the
Beatles or those recently
obsessed with "Across the
Universe" will find familiar ity
in these tracks.
"Folkin' Around" jumps out
as a stand-out track because it
is exactly what it sounds like
it would be. Harmonica and
acoustic instruments are not
something you would expect
from the band. Just as you
think you've just figured out
the concept of the album, the
band decides to change it 12
tracks in. There is a little
twang, a small town vibe and
beautiful vocals.
It is the vocals that truly
shine on "Pretty. Odd."
Singer Brandon Urie shares
lead vocals with guitarist
Ryan Ross. Bassist Jon Walker and drummer Spencer
Smith contribute back-up
vocals. They have a way of
making the listener focus on
their harmonies in the midst
of instrumental chaos and
insanity.
The biggest problem (and
my only complaint) about the
album is its length. You never

Photo courtesy of amazon.com

Panic at the Disco's newest album, W
Pretty. Odd.", surprises fans with an
upbeat tone much different than the darker sound of Its debut album.
think you can have too much
of a good thing until you eat
that fifth slice of pizza or one
more Oreo than you can hand le. That's how "Pretty.
Odd." is. It's so good, but 45
minutes of songs about sunshine and happiness is too
much for one sitting.
I
promise it isn't because I'm a
pessimist (I'm not) or bitter
about the punctuation loss.
Charlotte Kyle can be
reached at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.

-

- -

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but
don't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record,
try before you buy.
Three notes: worth ' the
money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Lake Cumberland offers water rec~eation to beat ·spring fevef ·
West Cumberland Ave. A variety of
vendors are set up to sell candles,
quilts and other homemade crafts.
The venue is open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
Tuesday through Saturday. Check
out antiques at Barnette's Antique
Mall or Russell Springs Antique

Whitney Harrod
Staff writer

Russell Springs, Ky.
Now that the weather bas finally
started to warm up, it's time to pull
out your bathing suit and boat shoes.
This week, The News is curing
spring fever.
Lake Cumberland, located in Russell Springs, Ky., is only a four-hour
drive from Murray. Considered
the No. 1
ltouse-boattng' destination in the
United

activities this week's destination
offers. Choose from camping, jet ski·
ing, leisure boating or simply relaxing.
More and rriore college students
seem to enjoy the serenity of fishing.
Lake Cumberland offers excellent
spots for five species of bass, crappie, catfish and trout fishing. Don't
be surprised if you catch a 40-pound
strip bass.
The state record for largest bass,
at 58 lbs., was caught at Lake Cumberland.
Lake Cumberland was created
along with Wolf Creek Dam in 1951,
despite the disapproval of several

season. consider horse-related activ·
ities. Located in Jamestown, Ky., the
facility doesn't actually have a Jive
race track, but rather live simulcast
wagering from Churchill Downs,
Ellis Park, Keeneland and other race
tracks. Horseback riding is offered at .
the National Park.
'
Another type of race to experience .
is at the Lake Cumberland Dragway.
Spring and summer programs
include Super-Pro Delay and Non·
Pro Delay events. Gates open at ·3 ·
p.m. every Saturday. Call 270·343:
6101 for more information.
The Mini Indy Go Kart Track &
Family Pun Center offers fun not just
for families, but also for college students. The center is open daily noon
- 9 p.m. On weekends, the center is
open untilll p.m.
Check out lakecumberlandvaci-:
tion.com for more information on:
activities.
_
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu. • -:

MalL

If you're on a tight college budget
or just want to take advantage of
spring weather, consider bringing a
tent to one of the park's 146 camp·
sites. The campground offers utility
hookups, shower and restroom facil·
ities. Contact 270-343-3lll for information on seasonal rates.
Golf enthusiasts can take their
best swing at the 18-hole Links Public Golf Course at Uly Creek Resort.
The course includes a driving range,
two practice greens, a pro-shop and
snack bar. If traditional golf isn't
your thing, try taking a toss at disc
golf at Lake Cumberland's course.
The Lake Cumberland State Dock
provides eight different bouse boat
models for rent along w ith pontoon,
fishing, ski and deck boats. If you
have never driven a boat, don't
worry because comprehensive driving lessons are available.
If you don't have your own. the
Jamestown Marina and Apple
Rental, Inc., will rent you equipment
for jet skiing, tubing, skiing and wake
boarding.
After boating, choose a less strenuous activity at the Kentucky OffTrack. Since it's Kentucky Derby

Photo courtesy of wikipcdia .org

Lake Cumberland is one 'ot Russell Springs, Ky.,'s bigqest tourism draws. Themain·iake
is 101 miles lono. has 1.255 miles of shoreline and is one mile In width at Its widest point
communities that were forced
underwater. Now, however, more
than $60 million is earned each ye:lr
through tourism. The main lake is
101 miles long, has 1,255 miles of
shoreline and covers one mile at its
widest point.
Be sure to visit or stay at the 3,U7·
acre Lake Cumberland State Resort
Park. The resort offers the Rowena

Landing Restaurant, a grocery store,
a 63-room lodge and 30 cottages.
Lodge rates start at $79.95 a night
and cottage rates start at $129.95. Call
800-325-1709 for more information.
The resort also offers an indoor pool,
miniature golf course. horseback riding, picnic areas and camping sites.
For some unique and fun shopping, visit Cumberland Crafts at 994

Every week the College Ufe section provides:
fun and fruQaf trip ideas.Clip out each week's des·
tmation and refer to it when you qet in a rut and'
need to qet away or are itchmg lor an exctting
adventure.
If you know of an Interesting or entertainmq
event QoinQ on within a day·s car ride. send your
Cheap Trip information and a phone number to
whitney.harrod~murraystate.edu.

Also. if you get a chance to go to one of our
Cheap Trip destinations, send" an e·mail to the •
above address to say how it went. Safe travels'

MURRAY

CLASSII.- IEDS

Employment: Wendy's
Is looking for smiling
day and night shift
people. Apply within.
759-4695

Employment: A Summer Job At Kentucky
4-H Camps: Positions
are available as Camp
Manager; EMT; lifeguards; and instructors for swimming,
canoeing,
nature,
recreation,
rifle,
archery and high and
low ropes. Internships
are available. Watch
for our job postings
on Top Jobs website
at Career Services.
Deadline for application is March 7th. For
more Information, visit
our
website
at
www.kentucky4h.org
and apply online at UK
jobs. We will be on
campus for the job fair
and interviews February 20th.

PER WORD!
111 Wilson Hall • 762-4491
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Tradition has students racing to horse track
Whitney Harrod
Staff writer
You know you're from Kentucky if half your friends are
spending the first Saturday in
May going wild in the infield
or parading around in oversized hats with mint juleps in
hand.
Secretariat raced it in one
minute and 59 seconds in
1973. Last year, Street Sense
raced it in a little over two
minutes.
This May, Kentucky Derby
favorites Pyro and Big Brown,
along with 15 other contenders, hope to steal the coveted blanket of roses during
the world's most famous twominutes of horse racing.
• "Growing up in louisville,
it's a must to go," Lauren
"Allard. sophomore from
Louisville, Ky., said. "For me,
it's a homecoming when I go
back to Louisville for the
Derby. I went to the Derby a
few years ago. I loved seeing
everyone dressed up where l
saw many ridiculous and
elaborate hats."
The 2008 Kentucky Derby
will be held Saturday May 1
under the twin spires at
Cburchill
Downs
in
Louisville, Ky.
}.s a tradition since 1875, 10
to 15 three-year-old horses
·.will race 1.4 miles down a dirt
track.
• The winning horse will
receive a purse of $2 million.
Derby Day is preceded by
The Oaks, a race exclusively
for thoroughbrl!d fillies.
berby Day goers will be

Photo <;ourtesy of countryinns.com

The Kentucky Derby is a popular horse race that takes place each May In Lexington, Ky.
partying hard in the infield,
living in luxury in Millionaire's Row or watching the
race somewhere between.
Not only do the rich and
famous gather on Derby Day,
but also thousands of collegeaged students fill the enclosed
grounds of the racetrack
known as the infield.
"We thought it was more
fun to sit in the stands so we
could watch people (from up
high) in the infield go wild,"
Allard said.
What Mardi Gras is to
Bourbon Street is what the
infield is to the Derby. In 28
days, more than 80,000 young
adults over the age of 21, will

drink bourbon and mint
juleps. party, and go buck
wild. While infielders may
not see the actual run for the
roses, the admission prices
are worth the investment.
Keeneland racetrack in
Lexington, Ky., will host College Scholarship Day today
whert! 10 $1,000 scholarships
will be given out. The first
1,000 full-time college students to register for scholarships will receive a free Tshirt.
Free entry will be given
through the East Gate. Live
races will be run throughout
the day at Keeneland.
General admission access

for paddock and the infield
area for the Kentucky Oaks
costs $25 and Derby general
admission
costs
$40.
Reserved seating tickets can
only be obtained through an
application process that
begins a year in advance.
Gates open at 8 a.m.
"I've watched the Derby
and thought it was really
cool," Shelby Goodlad, fresh·
man from Franklin, Ky., said.
"My aunt bought a hat and
was excited to wear it. I didn't
realize how big of n deal the
Derby was until 1 moved to
Kentucky."
W ith this famous race day
comes celebrities and festivi-

ties galore. More than 20
galas will be held by local and
national charities.
One of the most popular
Derby parties is the Barnstable Brown Gala. Benefiting
the Diabetes Laboratories at
the University of Kentucky
and the Research Laboratory
at
the
University
of
Louisville, the gala's black-tie
soiree has featured such
celebrities as Gene Simmons,
Nick Lachey and Vannessa
Minnillo.
Unfortunately, the guest
list is by invitation only.
"I've been to cook-out
Derby parties where I've
drawn a horse name out of a
hat," Shelley EV¥tcho, sophomore from Louisville, Ky.,
said. "If 1 could meet a
celebrity at a party I would
like to meet Usher. I know he
came to the Derby last year."
To kick off the Derby festival, the largest event, Thunder Over louisville, will be
held April12 at 3 p.m. with an
air show and a fireworks display from 9:30 - 10 p.m.
Admission to Waterfront
Park is free with a Pegasus
pin.
The fireworks are launched
from bridges and barges near
downtown louisville. With
the the price tag of $1 million
to put on the show, this year's
theme is titled "Out of This
World." Spectators
are
encouraged to bring radio
sets tuned to l03J WRK.A for
air show commentary and
choreographed music set to
the fireworks show.
"'I've been to Thunder Over

Louisville every year of my,
life except a few years," Evan-'
cho said." I like being in big·
crowds of people. But I don't
like having to park and walk a
lot."
An estimated 500,000 spectators attend the event and
have the option of camping:
out the night before the show'.
on the Louisville side of the·
Ohio River. The Chow·
Wagon at Waterfront Park:
will provide food, drinks and
places to use the restroom
known as Mthunder pots."
'
Nick Hooten, senior from'
Bruceton, Tenn., said he is
going to Thunder for the first
time this year with eight other.
students from the Murray
State honor's program.
·•
"This is the first time I will
go to Thunder," Hooten said.'
"I'm excited about the air
show since I hear it is amaz~
ing. We are camping out and
leaving Friday night so we
can stake out a spot."
After
Thunder
Over
Louisville, the Derby festival
will present the 35th annual
13.1-mile mini-marathon and
the seventh annual 26.2·mile
marathon April 26. Participants will bc~in the race near
Iroquois Park in Louisville
and end the race in the High;
lands area.
Individuals or teams can
register online through April.
18
at
derbyfestivalmarathon.con}
for $85 for the marathon or
$55 for the mini-marathon.
Whitney Harrod can be,
reached at whitney.harrod@ •
murraystate.edu..

PRSSA, Murray-Calloway County Parks host Bands 'N' BBQ
Ashley Edwards
College Life Editor
. Spring has sprung and what better
~ay to celebrate than by attending a
spring festival featuring bands, barbecue and other fun activities.
The Public Relations Student Society of America partnered with the
Murray-Callow.ay' County Parks and
Recreation Department are hosting
the first Bands 'N' BBQ Blowout
from 10 a.m. until dusk Saturday in
the Murray-Callaway County Central Park.
Megan Tubbs, co-chair of the
event and senior from Benton, Ky.,
said she hopes students and commu-

nity members attend.
"The parks department and the
Public Relations Student Society of
America both want to make it an
annual event," Tubbs said.
Tubbs said the blowout will have
something suited for all tastes.
"We have a wide variety of bands
that artl going to be there," Tubbs
said. "We want to get a band (rom
every genre, so hopefully. there will
be something for everyone."
The Effect, Tearing Down Vegas,
The Jubilee, lindsey Smith, Aoski
and THE B DUBS are all bands set to
play at the event. Attendees can vote
on their favorite band by placing
money into a designated container

for each group.
Tubbs said there will also be a barbecue cook-off with three categories:
best pork sandwich, best chicken
and best ribs.
"(The contestants are) just everyday people who come in and cook
barbecue," Tubbs said.
Local businesses will also be sell·
ing items from their menus.
In addition to the bands and barbecue, there will be a bazaar where
attendees can buy and sell items, as
well as enjoy other activities like
root beer pong. corn hole and face
painting.
Tubbs said because there is no
entry charge, donations are greatly

appreciated and encouraged.
T he event is being held to raise
money for PRSSA and the parks
area.
Matt Martin, director of the Murray·Calloway County Parks Department, said he jumped at the chance
to help host the event.
Martin.said he is excited to do the
event because the money earned will
help fund different improvements to
the parks area. He said he also hopes
the event attracts people who may
not be familiar with the parks.
"We like working with the stu·
dents because it gives them some
experience with what we do," Martin
said.

The Murray-Calloway County
Parks host several other events
throughout the year including a fam;
ily day, ice cream festival, trail of
treats and a Spring Fling with a Murray State recreation class.
,
Martin said he has confidence the
blowout will go over well with the
University a!!d community members.
"The energy I've seen out of
(PRSSA students) so far, I don't see
how it couldn't be a success," Martin
said. "We're down South and talking
barbecue - people just come out of
the woodwork."
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.edu.

Serendipity on

The Square
Just In:
SWITCH TO AMERICA' S MOST RELIABLE
WIRELESS NETWORK.

• Integrated VGA digital camera
• Speakerphone

Unlimited Calli g

Samsung SCH-u340

• Call anyone on any network In the U.S.
• Even landlines
• Talk as much as you want
·Flat rate of $99.99 monthly access

W1t/l new 2tear activation Of
elig•bl~ upgrade<lO~ny rdtf plan

1AGtJv<iliO•l f!'tl$, t, xes ond other ch.GI\j • -l~lo.y. •'

!Ia fnlll·lll rdJdte rtquired

(!)
u

Louis Vultton, &
Coach Shoes
available
10% Discount For
MSU Students

With ID
109 South 4th St.
Murray, KY
270.761-2247

·
Amertcan
CeIIu Iar

MURRAY

1304 Chestnut St.
Behind Hardee's

(270)- 1s1 - 41oo

•

~ verlnl!Jwm'less

thenews.org
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ChifOPracti
Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?
The logan Doctor of Chiropractic program Includes extensive
study In science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, c linical
sc iences, chiropractic techniques, business training and
extensive c linical rotations.
Students also have the opportunity to combine their
c hiropractic education with a unique Master's degree In
Sports Science & Rehabilitation (MS/ DC) .

Specialties Within Chiropractic:
t Sports Rehab
t Pediatrics
t Geriatrics
t Radiology
t Acupuncture

t General Practice
t Neurology
Orthopedics
t Research
+ Personal Injury

+

Contact Logan University at www.logan.edu for
an Info packet to your future as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.

Public Ivy

MSU President Randy J. Dunn
and the

MSU Student Government Association
will host a

Student Tuition Forum
Thursday, April 10, 2008 at 2 p.m.
in the

Barkley Room, Curris Center

